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•Campus politics

GSS roll
Reed inaugurated, Worster to sue
call vote
By Kristy Marriner

Staff Writer
The inauguration of Bill Reed
and Rich Aldrich as the new president and vice president ofStudent
Government was the first agenda
item oflast night's GSS meeting—
but it didn't occur until 3 1/2 hours
after the meeting started, due to
intense debate and discussion over
the disqualification of the Worster/Allen ticket.
The room was full, the mood
was tense,and the participants and
viewers agitated, as General Student Senate held its fourth meeting
in the last eight days.
Despite the fact that Reed and
Aldrich ran their first GSS meeting of their new term later in the
meeting, the controversy over the
election still isn't over as majorityvote holder and former presidentelect Collin Worster has filed a
lawsuit against Student Government in Penobscot District Court.
Worster's suitclaims GSS'Fair
Election Practices Commission
(FEPC)was in violation ofits own
guidelines and his ticket was unfairly disqualified.
Over 150 people jammed 153
Barrows Hall to watch the heated
and volatile debate and lend support to both sides.
The Worster/Allen ticket was
disqualified last Friday after General Student Senate decided to uphold allegations that the ticket violated campaign guidelines. Worster/Allen received 562 votes in
last Tuesday's election, while
Reed/Aldrich received 446.
The senate voted not to hold a
new election and the Worster/
Allen disqualification was not reconsidered.
Debate on the overall election

went on for over three hours in
front of a large turnout of more
than 100 students— mostiy Worster/Allen supporters. Only members of the GSS were allowed to
speak in the meeting and the often
vocal crowd was required to be
quiet or be thrown out.
The senate attempted to move
into executive session,but protests
by the students present caused the
senate to relent, with the stipulation that non-senators remain silent. Public Safety and local police
were called in case the students did
not comply, and, in fact, one student was escorted from the room
and detained for his behavior.
A resolution to hold a new election was introduced at he beginning of the meeting and failed to
pass with 20 senators voting no,
seven yes, and three abstaining.
Reasons for voting against the
motion were given by senators who
supported both tickets. Some senators thought that making all the
tickets run again was unfair due to
the time and money they had already spent.Reed/Aldrich supporters pointed out that it was especially unfair to the tickets who had
been determined to run a fair election by the FEPC.
Worster/Allen supporters said
that they had done no wrong and
there was no reason to have another one since a fair election had
already been held.
Other senators who voted for
having a new election said a new
start was the only way to make the
election fair and erase all that had
happened in the past week.
Anothernew resolution sponsored
would have overturned the previous
decision ofthe FEPC and made Worster/Allen the official winners. A 715
signature petition in support of Wor-

A roll call vote of General
Student Senate was taken last
night on the resolution sponsored by Senator Alvin Winslow to hold a new election.
ON-CAMPUS SENATORS
Mark Steele
Kathryn Dingley
Loughlin Black
Stacey Stump
Neal Snow
Kim Roberts
Josh Dow
Charles Allen
Ryan Robbins
Bill Bates
Wendi Nault
Christopher Nelson

New Student Government President Bill Reed addresses the
crowd at last night's GSS meeting.(Kiesow photo.)
ster/Allen wasoffered asevidence of
students' desires.
It was not allowed, however,
due to the fact that the motion had
already been debated on at last
Thursday night's special meeting.
In order for the resolution to be
discussed again,a senator who had
voted against it last week must have
called for reconsideration of the
previous decision.
The announcement of Worster's
lawsuit occuned after much debate
and many other tactics(iced by Worster/Allen and their supporters failed.
One ofthese was to obtain a restraining order to prevent the inauguration
frimatakingplace,which wasnotgranted.
"You (the senate) did what wc

expected, and I am now informing
you that a lawsuit against Student
Government was filed today in
Bangor. This issue will be moved to
district court," Worster said.
According to Worster,the lawsuit
wasa last resort,and wasonly filed on
behalf of the student body.
lam not filing a lawsuit because
I am some sort of egomaniac who
really wants to be Student Government president," Wormer said. "I'm
simply trying to give the power to
choose back to the students, where it
belongs.
"The groundsfor the lawsuitisthat
the FEPC was in violation of its own
guidelines," said Waster."It's based
solely on the decision that the FEPC
made and that we feel we refuted"

OFF-CAMPUS SENATORS
Phillip Attean
Brian Bartony
Karl Bean
Sean Cameron
Don Clark
Daniel Collins
Brian Conoghan
Christopher DeBeck
A
Kristoffer Fleming
James Gray
Gerald Harrington
Darren Heald
Robert Hume
Jeffrey Labbe
Jennifer Perkins
Pamela Powell
Bill Reed
A
John Schnauck
David Velgouse
Alvin Winslow
Collin Worster
(N - No, Y - Yes, A - Abstain

Formorescenesfrom lastnight's meeting,seepage 15

•Protest

MPAC calls for campus boycott of Taco Bell
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
The Maine Peace Action Committee called for a "campus-wide
boycott of Taco Bell products being sold on the University of Maine
campus."
The announcement was made
Monday just down the hall from
the room where the new Taco Bell
cart will open on March 29.
The renovated Coe Lounge will
be converted to make room for the
Taco Bell Express,a nine foot push
cart, the UMaine-Damn Yankee
Entrees,Columbo Frozen Yogurt,
Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream and
beverages.
"Taco Bell is an expansion of

4

our investments in companies that
are connected with South Africa," MPAC member Ethan Strimling said.
UMaine has a policy stating
that apartheid "...directly contradicts important values and goals at
the heart of our educational mission...," Strimling said.
Taco Bell is owned by PepsiCo. MPAC believes they "maintain unethical economic ties to
South Africa."
According to MPAC member
Karen Dolan, America Watch On
Africa, a group out of New York
found out PepsiCo sold the licences
to white South African managements which gave the appearance
ofdivesting, but the companies like

Faco Bell,retained the trademarks,
the food, the licensing and the image of the ones PepsiCo owns. According to Dolan,they also receive
the profits from these companies.
PepsiCo also owns Pizza Hut,Frito
Lay and IBM computers.
Having Taco Bell on campus is
not illegal, said Dolan, "but the
university is being hypocritical by
not acknowledging the connection."
Director of Dining Services
Jon Lewis said when they began
planning they contacted many student groups.
"All student groups we contacted said that they will support
Taco Bell and buy PepsiCo Corp.
See MPAC on page 15

UMaine student and MPAC member Ethan Strimling (middle
speaks at Monday's rally. (Kiesow photo.)
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WorldBriefs
•Anniversary

• Afghanis celebrate anniversary of Soviet withdrawal
• Ex-President Bush taking it easy
• Careless welders blamed in Beijing department store fire
•Relaxation

Afghanis mark Soviet withdraw!

Bush enjoying lounging on cruise

KABUL,Afghanistan(AP)--- Pm-government forces
marked the fourth anniSAN JUAN, Puerto Rico(AP) — To the folks aboard the Regal Princess, he's
versary ofthe Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan on Monda
y by looting homes and
the guy outjogging on the deck at 7 a.m.,the fellow in the bar before dinner,the man
shops in the war-weary capital.
who hugged the couple renewing their vows on Valentine's Day.
In the devastated western suburb of Afshar, government
troops overran the largely
the
love boat seems to have drawn George Bush out of his post-inaugural shell, and
Shiite Muslim neighborhoods and caned off bedding, furnitu
re, heaters, carpets and other many of the 1,5(X) passengers sharing his Caribbean cruise are enjoying rubbin
g shoulders
goods from deserted homes.
-presid
with
the
ex
ent.
Hundreds of people fled the area Monday,seeking shelter
in mosques or the homes of
"He's a nice guy. We met him in the bar one night," Paul Needham, a telepho
friends or relatives living in safer neighborhoods.
ne
technician from Jackson, N.J., said Monday night as the cruise ship was docked at Pier
The area has been devastated by fierce fighting between
4
the Islamic government and in Old San Juan.
maverick rebels since the Muslim insurgents took power from
the Soviet-backed rulers in
Needham,26,and his wife, Ellen, used their bar time to snap a picture of the former
April.
world
leader, w ho has been press shy since he turned over the White House to Bill Clinton on Jan.
The dull thud ofrockets and burst ofexploding artillery was
20.
heard again Monday despite
But camcorders clicked on as soon as the Regal pulled out of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
a temporary cease-fire to commemorate the departure of
on
the last Soviet troops on Feb. 15, Saturday, and Bush seemed to love the attention.
1989.
Shipbound snoops eagerly recounted seeing George and Barbara holding hands
Red Army troops entered the Soviet Union's southern neighb
in the
or in December 1979 to Regal's nig Francisco.
prop up Moscow's Communist allies under attack by Musli
m rebels. More than 2 million
Applause greeted the former First Couple as the ship moored in muggy San
people, including 13,000 Soviet soldiers, died in the fightin
Juan. A
g.
motorcade ferried them to La Fortaleza,the Spanish colonial governor's mansion
Sporadic machine-gun fire crackled around the abandoned
in the old
Russian Embassy Monday, walled city, where they took part in a muted Presidents'
Day activity — a birthday party for
shattering the calm many residents hoped would bring an
end to battles which have killed former Gov. Luis Ferre, an old friend.
up to 4,000 civilians and injured 15,000 in 10 months.
Bush refused to talk with shoreside reporters about the policies of his successor,
Government troops moved through abandoned homes
saying
and shops freely, and only he and Barbara have returned to private life.
grinned when confronted by reporters. They said the Iranian
-backed coalition Hezb-e"He's been very gracious," said David Talbott,50, who is leading a group
Wahadat, which represents Afghanistan's minority Shiites
of 110 from
, had robbed and killed and they an Oklahoma Bible school. "One day,
somebody shouted out,'We wish you had won
were only retaliating
instead of Clinton,' but he said, 'That's history. Let's support the new prec
idem
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•Stuck

WorldDigest

Man gets arm caught in
toilet while aboard train
TOURS,France (AP)— Nearly two hours after
he reached into a chemical toilet to remove dropped
identification papers, a passenger on a high-speed
train was finally freed. Well, partially at least.
The toilet was cut out of the train car floor and the man,
his arm still encased in it, was taken to the hospital, author
ities said Monday.
The man's Sunday night ordeal occurred on a Paris-toBordeaux high speed train and was brought to the attenti
on
of train officials by another passenger. The train stopped at
Saint-Pierre-des-Corps near Tours, where firefighters removed the toilet, the man's arm still stuck inside, rail
officials said.
The rest Of the passengers were then transferred to
another !!-:!in

3

•Death

79 killed as blaze guts
department store
BEIJING(AP)— Police believe welders ignoring safety regulations touched off a huge blaze in a
department store that left 79 dead, and they have
detained five people, an official report said Tuesday.
The fire Sunday afternoon gutted the three-sto.y Linxi
Department Store in Tangshan, a city in northern China'
s
Hebei province, the China Youth Daily reported.
"The outside of the building was turned pitch black by
the smoke,it seemed all the windows burst from the fire and
fell off, and the building's interior was ruined," the Legal
Daily said today.
The paper said it took firefighters three hours to extinguish the firee.
The reports said 53 people suffered burns,including six
who still were in danger of losing their lives. The dead
ranged in age from 3 to 45 years and most were women.
Tangshan and Hebei officials have refused to answer
questions when contacted by The Associated Press. The
newspapers did not explain the delay in reporting the blaze
but reports ofdisaster in China often are delayed for days or
even weeks.
The China Youth Daily quoted Tangshan police chief
Zhao Enjiang as saying the fire apparently began when
sparks from welders, who were not taking proper safety
precautions, set afire foamed plastic and other materials.

4

•Inflation?

•Suspect

Honda raises prices to Pakistani sus
pec
cover increased ad costs killing CI emp ted of
A
loyees
TOKYO(AP)— Honda Motor

5

Co.said Tuesday
it is raising the price of passenger cars
sold in the
United States by nearly 1 percent following
hikes last
month by Toyota and Nissan.
Honda's move is expected to prompt others
automakers
to follow suit.
The price rise,the third since last February,is
mainly due
to higher spending on promotion to cope
with intensifying
competition in the U.S. auto market,said Honda
spokesman
Shinichi Tanaka.
Previous increases were blamed on curren
cy fluctuations
that reduced the value of the dollar against the
Japanese yen.
Tanaka said an average of $149, or 0.9
percent, will be
added to the price ofeconomy models sold under
the Honda
name, while the price of the more luxurious
Acura models
will rise $187,or 0.8 percent,on average. The
higher prices
were effective today.

QljLITA, Pakistan (AP) — Gun-toting tribesmen in southwestern Pakistan vowed Monday to
defend to the death the 28-year-old countryman
suspected of killing two CIA employees and wounding
three others in a shooting rampage last
month.
U.S. and Pakistani authorities have launched a manhunt
for Mir Aimal Kansi, who disapp
eared from his Quetta home
Feb. 8. He returned to Quetta from
the United States three
days after the Jan. 25 shooti
ngs near CIA headquarters.
Quetta was a prime center for the CIA's covert operations during the 14-year war in
Afghanistan between U.S.
supported rebels and the former Communist regime. Although the war ended in 1992, anti-America sentiment
n
continues to run deep in Quetta
.
. Atlas Khan Khattak,a gun dealer
in the dusty city center.
said he would gladly protect
Kansi.
"I would be too happy to die protect
ing him,' he said.
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UMaine student running for Orono Town Council
dents on-campus,it's also between students
and the townspeople of Orono.If you talk to
the townspeople, a lot of them are at odds
with the students.
"They feel that they're being taxed in the
wrong way and that the students don't give
anything back to the town. I think that's
reflected in a lot of places. I think the lines
of communication should be opened up."
According to Orono Town Clerk and acting town manager Wanda Thomas,a student
has never served on the council before. She
said she wasn't opposed to the idea,but since
it has never happened before she doesn't have
anything to base an opinion on.
"It would be a good experience for a
Norm Nelson, candidate for Orono student for them to see the issues we deal
Town Council.(Kiesow photo.)
with and it would be representation for the
students, although I don't think that onBy Kim Dineen
campus students are directly affected by
Staff Writer
what goes on in the town," Thomas said.
Elections are scheduled to take place on
University of Maine student Chris Tuesday, March 9. Two seats are open on
"Norm"Nelson recently declared his candi- the seven member council and four
candidacy for the Orono Town Council.
dates are running for those open seats: NelNelson, a familiar face around the Off- son, Mary T. Hutchison, Francis J. Martin
Campus Board office, said he is running for and Dana Devoe.
a seat on the council in order to work on
Hutchison, who now chairs the council,
opening up the lines of communication be- said she supports student representation on
tween the town and university community. the council, but sees positive and negative
"On campus there is a lack ofcommuni- aspects to the prospect.
cation not only between the students and the
"This would make students feel more
faculty, the faculty and the administration - represented by having a voice but on the
it's just a general lack of communication," negative side,there's the question of whethNelson said."When I say there's a problem er the student would be here year-round and
with communication, it's not just with stu- if they would make town-related issues

know n to themselves," Hutchison said.
"But I think having a cross section of
representation is a good thing for the community," she said.
Originally from North Smithfield, R.I.
Nelson started school at UMaine in 1988.
After that school year. he left for two years
and returned in 1991. He is now a junior
majoring in forestry officially,but is"leaning
towards a 'make-your-own' major" in arts
and humanities information technology.
Nelson has been involved with OCB for
two years and recently took a seat within the
General Student Senate representing his residency, York Village.
"Originally I got involved with OCB because I thought they were doing more things
that were helpful to the community at large
than the campus people were," Nelson said.
Nelson said his main motivation for seeking the council seat is to inform students of
actions taking place within Orono.
"I'd like to make the students aware of
what's going on; if you have no one on the
council to have their voice and express their
concerns,then they'rejust going to go ahead
and do what they think is right and it's not

McCartney:"Hey Mick, this should
get your Wandering Spirit

Off the Ground!"

cii]glagff

•Storm

Maine prepares for storm
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PORTLAND, Maine(AP) — A winter
"There'sa possibility forsomething again
storm similar to the one that hit Maine five Saturday or Sunday. It looks like we're in a
days ago bore down on the state yesterday, pretty good pattern for now," Hawley said
providing more misery forcommuters head"Everybody wanted it, and I guess now
ing home from work.
we're going to get it. But we're still running
The snow wasexpected to push into west- below normal for the season."
ern Maine by mid-yesterday and intensify
Portland normally receives 49 inches of
rapidly,causing blowing and drifting on high- snow by this point in the winter but as of
ways, the National Weather Service said.
yesterday morning had gotten only 34
"This evening's homeward bound com- inches, Hawley said.
mute will be very difficult. Motorists should
allow extra time this afternoon to get home,'
a weather service statement said.
More than 6 inches of snow was forecast
throughout Maine, except in eastern coastal
sections where a changeover to sleet,freezing
rain and rain was expected to hold down totals
to around 3 to 6 inches, the forecast said.
A winter storm warning was posted for
most of Maine for later yesterday and last
night, with a winter weather advisory in
effect for the eastern coast.
The storm was attributed to alow pressure
system moving eastward from the Ohio Valley an a second area oflow pressure forming
late today over southern New England.
Yesterday's storm is "similar, but not a
carbon copy" of the one that socked Maine
on Friday,said meteorologist Tom Hawley,
but colder air aloft should reduce the
changeover to mixed precipitation.
Forecasters noted that Maine is likely to
be hit again with snow over the weekend.

necessarily their tault," Nelson said.
"We need to have somebody there who
knows what it's like to be a student. If I do
get elected, I want people to talk to me;I'm
open to anybody," he said.
Gerald Kempden,current town manager
of Veazie who will start a new job as Orono's town manager on Feb. 15, said he
wasn't aware a student was running for the
council,but thought it would be good for the
town to have diversity on the council.
"It's good to get the major groups involved," Kempden said. "I know that in the
past students felt that their views hadn't been
considered. But student in-put and university
in-put should be considered and solicited."
Nelson's main problem in finding voter
support is that his own constituency may not
be in the area at election time since March 9
falls within spring break. As a result, he's
trying to push absentee voting with students.
"Right now, there's no voice from this
side of the yard. . . I think we can live
together and we have to learn how to do that,
but you can't learn to do that if everything's
one-sided in the town and everything's onesided on campus," Nelson said.

New music from

McCartney
& Jagger
This week at Dr. Records
20 Main St. Orono 866-7874

emoteAbad .441

t8-ter blue
LIVE Thursday Night at, the Den

no cover charge, free food, beverage 8pecial8 w/ Mr !

Mookie is
weltanschauung

8potwored by SEA - A board of aucient Government
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•AIDS

•Column

Author
Sex Matters
infected
with disease

by Sandy Caron

Q:How can I reduce reducing the risk of STDs means:
STD has its own dormancy or incubation
my risk for sexually
3. Being selective about your sexual period after the initial infection when the
transmitted diseases partner(s). One night stands, casual test cannot yet detect the
bacteria or
(STDs)? Female,Soph- pick-ups,and sexual intimacy with per- virus even if it is present.
If the test(s) are
omore
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Randy
sons you hardly know pose a much performed at the right time and are neg
The following sugges- greater risk than long-term relations ative, you can stop worrying.
Shifts, author of "And the Band Played
If they are
tions involve coinnion with someone you know well.
On," an acclaimed history of the AIDS
positive, get the proper treatment. Don's
sense and basic health
crisis, is infected with the AIDS virus.
4. If you haven't used condoms and delay because of embarrassment or kill
The 41-year-old writer said in yester- principles. These suggestions can save spermicidal foam consistently, the more Don't mistake the spontaneou
s disar
day's San Francisco Chronicle that he tested you, and those you love, much pain and sexual partners you have the greater the pearance of symptoms
as a sign that you
positive for the virus in 1985 on the same suffering if you follow them. The sugges- risk of contracting an STD.
are cured. If you have a negative test, at
tions work equally well for men and womday he finished the book.
5. Unless you and your partner are least you know that you mistook
the
Shills recently suffered a collapsed lung en, for lesbians, gay men,and heterosex- and have been strictly monogamous, use supposed symptoms.
This
knowl
edge
is
uals.
Because of the nature of their sexual a condom and spermicida
and is undergoing physical therapy.
l foam for STD worth the small investment in a test.
relati
on, it appears lesbians are much less protection until you know
Shilts said he kept his condition secret
each other and
13. If the test(s) are positive, notify
for fear it would detract from his role as a at risk for transmission of STDs. Being are sure each of you are free of STDs.
your sexual partner(s)so they can be treatreporter on AIDS issues. He serves as na- sexually active in a responsible way means
6. If you're on the Pill, use a condom ed immediately. Your doctor
or a health
tional correspondent for the Chronicle and taking into consideration ways to reduce and spermicidal foam to counter the in- counselor
may
help
with
this
difficult
published a weekly column, "AIDS-The the risk both of an unwanted pregnancy creased risk ofvaginal infections and STDs task.
Avoid
sexua
l
inter
cours
e,
oral
sex,
and of contracting a sexually transmitted cause
Inside Story," in 1989.
d by the Pill altering the vagina.
and
other
forms
of
intim
ate
conta
cts
until
"Every gay writer who tests positive disease.
7. Watch for sores, rashes, or dis- both of you are treated and
a physician
1. Complete abstinence is a certain charge aroun
ends up being an AIDS activist, and I didn't
d the vulva or penis, or says both of you are no longer
infectious.
want to end up being an activist," he said."I way to avoid both an unwanted pregnan- elsewhere on the body, especially
the
In
most
cases
,
both
partn
ers
should be
cy and STDs. But with the majority ofthe mouth
wanted to keep on being a reporter."
. When cold sores are present,avoid treated at the same time.
If
you
or your
Shilts said he changed his mind last population having sex by age 19, that kissing/ oral sex.
partne
r
just
can't
wait,
and
you'r
e
willing
week in the wake of rumors within the gay approach alone is not very realistic.
8. Wash the genitals and hands with to take some risk
of reinfection, at least
2. Some persons limit their sexual soap and
community and inquiries from reporters.
warm water before and after sex. use a condom and a nonox
yno1-9 foam for
"I want to talk about it myself rather intimacy to a single partner, remaining
9. Both men and women should uri- vaginal intercours
e
or
two
condoms and a
sexually exclusive throughout a court- nate
han have somebody else talk," he said.
soon after intercourse to clean any good lubricant for
anal
interc
ourse.
ship
and
lifelo
ng
commi
tted relation- infectious organisms out of the
"And the Band Played On," published
urethra.
14. Tests for many STDs are availship.
This
is
also
a
real option, but it is
n 1987, detailed the spread of the disease
10. Some STDs can be transmitted able at Cutle
r Health Center. You can
and the response of scientists and govern- not the most common pattern. A signifi- through oral sex with an infect
ed
partne
r.
also
get
free
or very reasonable cost
cant percentage of young people have Use
ment officials to the threat.
a dental dam or condom to reduce risk. treatment
at
our
local STD clinic (947more
than
one
sexua
l partner between
Shilts recently completed "Conduct UnII. If you're sexually active with more 0700)
or
Famil
y
Plann
ing (941-2836).
their
early
teens
and the time they enter a than one partner
becoming," a book on homosexuals in the
in a year's time, have
commi
tted
relati
onship. In those cases, regular check-ups.
military. It is scheduled for release in May.
Most health clinics
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is assistant Prowill not perform STD tests unless asked. fesso
r ofFamily Relations in the School
Talk to the staff at Cutler or the Bangor
of Human Development. She teachers
STD Clinic about your concerns.
CHF 351: Human Sexuality. Questions
12. If you have any reason to suspect for
Dr. Caron should be sent directly to
an infection, have the appropriate tests
the Maine Campus, basement of Lord
as soon as possible Remember, each
flail Coprrieht Sandra L. Caron, /993
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Graduation rings are
on sale during lunch
and dinner at
Stewart Commons
February 17, 18 & 19.

Thursday, February 18th 8:30-12pm
Sigma Nu House
Sigma Nu is located behind Dunn
Hall.

$$cash bar w/ I.D. Tickets are $4
For more information
call 581-4167.
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•Enviro-thief

Students raise money for Cans stolen from Kn
o
x
Alumni.telemarketing
Hall recycling containers
By Andrew Gilmore

cess for a graduate to become a Phon-athon manager to oversee the daily program.
"I've been coming in to help on the
A group of University of Maine stunights I'm not working," McDonough said,
dents raised over $500,000 last year for
"because the end of the night is chaos."
UMaine and is pushing for a goal of
McDonough said the coordinator stays
$650,000 this year.
an extra hour to complete daily statistics of
The University of Maine General Alum- the
calls. The statistics include alumni
ni Association employs 50 students in a
refusals to pledge money, number and
Phon-a-thon program to solicit donations
amounts pledged and number ofcalls made.
from UMaine graduates.
She said the new manager would as"A big part of what our students do is sume
a lot of the responsibilities the two
serve as ambassadors to the university,"
undergraduate coordinators now share.
Wayne Lobley, Associate vice president of
Examples include dealing with problem
fundraising, said. "They let alumni know
calls,scheduling and assuming administrawhat's happening here, and how things are
tive duties such as payroll which Lobley
going."
now handles.
The Phon-a-thon program has hired stuThe students begin calling alumni the
dents for the past three years for telemarthird week ofSeptember through May term.
keting purposes. It's predecessor was a
Each caller goes through an intensive
volunteer program of students and alumni
interview process before being hired and
who called for donations. The old program
then enters a six to eight hour training
lasted for 15 years.
program.
Lobley said the annual amount raised
"Our students are talking to our favorite
by the old program averaged about
group of people..our alumni," Lobley said.
$140,000. The student's typically raised "We
have to make sure they have the propabout $70,000 to $80,000 of that figure.
er communication skills when dealing with
"The students were calling our previous them.
"
donors and just asking if they'd like to give
McDonough said students sometimes
again this year," Lobley said. "It wasn't a encou
nter calls ranging from hostile alumvery aggressive type of program compared ni
who are not supportive ofthe university,
to what we have now."
to alumni who ask the callers out on dates.
The current program is run on an alterLobley said the group meets 30 minutes
nating daily basis by two student coordina- befor
e calling begins and it discusses curtors, Jill McDonough and Darcey Dolliver. rent
issues about the campus to keep the
About 20 students call from 6 to 9 p.m. alumn
i informed. It also serves as time to
Sunday through Thursday, Lobley said.
discuss certain problem calls and how to
T e new progoam actively targets alumni deal with
them.
, have never financially supported the
"[The program1 is still in it's formative
university he said.
years,"Lobley said. "It's still going through
The program which originated with a some chang
es."
total often students calling from a hallway of
UMGAA at one time hired a private
the alumni association, now has its 50 stu- telem
arketing firm to solicit donations. The
dents calling from the basementofDunn hall. idea was
abandoned because of the mixed
The new program raised over $300,000 results it
generated.
it's first year and over one-half million the
"Alumni weren't too enthusiastic about
second.
talking to these people," Lobley said.'They
UMGAA is now in the searching pro- just weren
't students."
Staff Writer

By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
In a morally confusing case, unknown
parties of people are taking cans from Knox
Hall's public recycling bins to redeem and
then keep the money for themselves.
Derek Ribbons, president of the Knox
Governing Board(KGB),is one of the propie most upset by these environmentally
conscious robberies.
Knox hall'sfour aluminum recycling bins,
Ribbons said,are filled mostly over the weekends, by the building's residents. The cans
are then supposed to be collected and redeemed by the KGB,where the money can be
used towards improvements to the dormitory,such as change machines or video games.
The cans have been taken away in the
night by somebody bete-e the governing
board can get their own hands on them.
Since the year began, Ribbons said, perhaps two bins full ofcans have actually been
redeemed by the KGB.
Lately the problem has become so severe, Ribbons said, sometimes he passes a
full receptacle in his path down a hallway,
only to find the bin emptied when he returns
to it five minutes later,
"It's a shame that people are taking
money that's supposed to be used for their
dorm to spend on beer," he said,
At least a couple of these thefts have
been stopped in progress. Those caught red

handed (and usually plastic-wrapped handed as well,according to Ribbons)get warned
not to do it again, but the cans continue to
vanish nevertheless.
"One guy holds the bag open, and the
other empties the bin into it. They work in
groups," Ribbons said.
Cindy Stewart, Knox Hall's resident director,believes there our actually many groups
of people responsible for the pull-tab pilfering. Many come from within Knox,she said,
but some are from other dorms, and perhaps
even a few of the thieves live off-campus.
As frustrating as the events are, Stewart
said, it's hard to look on them as all had.
"At least the stuff is getting recycled.
That's the whole point," she said.
The governing board members are still
deciding on what should be done about this.
One suggestion is to use signs above the
receptacles to inform would-be can takers of
the KGB's beneficial intentions for the aluminum's profits.
The burglars, after all, may simply not
be aware the cans aren't meant to be public
domain, said KGB's third floor representative, Jason Nicholas.
"If we left $5 bills lying around the hall,
they'd pick them up too," he said.
Anotheridea KGB collectors may use in the
near future is to beat the illegitimate recyclers at
their own game by taking the cans randomly
during the week, before the usual weekend
pickup times.

We're looking
for a few good
escorts.
Would you like to:
meet new people?
do your part to make the campus safer?
work with a friend as a teammate?
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Sunday through Thursday from 7:00pm to 12:
15am,
you can call Late Night Company at x1760 to
be escorted from anywhere on campus to
anywhere on campus (including fraternities).

l'htirsday%* 1220- 130 pm
Bangor I nge.
Memorial Union
University of Maine

FEB. 18 EMERGING PRIVATE MEDIA IN
SOCIALIST TANZANIA
(irosswiler And kirtrie Tessier..)ournedssrn And
[
,,,,,,,,,,,,i ,,, ,,,,, k4,,,,,,,.,,,,,emInt Studies Interdnonplinam Connentranon CO Sponsor
ed In. the Maine Pear. Awn.,
and the Merronnol ('moo For nektenonal townnYbettinn. contact Prof Michael
Hoverer, Pholononh‘ nepnettnent The , ororronot
Ortormo. of Moone Orono Si. 044$9 Phone SRI NMI

In order to offer this serv,Lc.
Late Night Company needs your help!
Because of the beeper system used, escort
teams of two females or one male and one female
can visit friends, study at the library,
or go anywhere on campus while on duty.
You can also pick the days that you want to work

If you are interested in working as an escort,
stop in the R.O.C. office. third floor,
\1emorial Union. or call x1760.
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•Pets

Deadline nearing for shipyard dosing Lobsters for
the home?

KITTERY, Maine(AP) — As the Senate Armed Services Committee meets today
to discuss driteria for base closing, supporters and workers at the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard worry about whether the base will
survive.
Monday was the Navy's self-imposed
deadline for recommending which of its
bases should be eliminated. Defense Secretary Les Aspin's final recommendation,
which will be public,is to be delivered to the
Defense Base Closure and Realignment
Commission on March 15.
Sen. William Cohen, R-Maine, a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee has already met with Aspin,and plans to
meet with him again this week. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine has
also met with Aspin to express his view that
Maine and New Hampshire have paid their
dues with the closures of Pease Air Force
Base in Ne‘N ington, N.11., and Loring Air

Force Base in Limestc.ie
Portsmouth, Mare Island Naval Shipyard near San Francisco and Charleston
(S.C.) Naval Shipyard are the most vulnerable in this round of cuts, said William
McDonough, Portsmouth's chief lobbyist.
"We're right down to the short straws
now," said McDonough,a former shipyard
commander.
A declining workload has led to growing
apprehension among the roughly 7,000
workers at the historic shipyard on the MaineNew Hampshire border.
"There's a lot ofapprehension about our
jobs. ... There's a lot of edginess on the
waterfront. It's hard to work," said Arnie
Paul,president ofthe Metal Trades Council.
Portsmouth's lobbying has included a
radio and newspaper campaign that resulted
in 10,000 petitions being delivered to the
congressional delegations of Maine and New
Hampshire.

Supporters also put "Save Our Shipyard" stickers on $1 bills to illustrate the
yard's economic importance.
Lobbying at Mare Island has included a
similar sticker campaign, the hiring of a
Washington-based public relations firm for
$10,000 a month and a public rally.
Two years ago, the city of Vallejo, Calif., where Mare Island is located,wascaught
off guard by the Navy's announcement that
it planned to move an electronics lab from
Mare Island to San Diego.
"The experience two years ago taught us
something,"said Al Da Silva,city conununity
development director."We were in a reaction
mode and now we are in a proactive mode."
In South Carolina, the Charleston Trident Chamber of Commerce launched a
petition drive after Charleston-area mayors
criticized the chamber for neglecting public
relations in its lobbying effort,said chamber
staffer James Bradley.

Tomorrow night, a handful
of people who have always
been "at your service" will
be even more so.
That's because they'll be spending the night in your building.
For thc third time this academic year, Campus Living has scheduled a "Faculty & Staff Sleepover” for East/West Campus. And this version will boast
mostly those who help to provide the services that are important for the wellbeing of our campus population:
Rashelle Morcom (Nurse Practitioner for Women's Health, Cutler Health
Center); Maxene Doty (Staff Psychologist, Cutler Health Center); James Varner
(Assistant Director of Admissions); Mary Zawieski (Assistant Director, Campus
Living Dining Services); Dwight Rideout (Assistant Vice President and Dean
ofStudent Services); Scott Dunning (Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering).
All the members of Campus Living extend their warmest welcome

to these
distinguished guests, and invite the residents of the East & West residence
halls to take advantage of this opportunity — offer them your comments,

them questions, seek their ad ice.

ask

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) --- A marine
researcher wants to buy the world's largest
collection of blue lobsters and find a market among those who crave exotic lobsters,
preferably as pets — not meals.
Lobsters normally have a dark greenbrownish color before cooking, but one in
"three or four million" turns out blue,said
Sam Chapman,an aquaculture specialist at
the University of Maine's Darling Marine
Center in Walpole.
For 13 years, Chapman has cultivated
blue lobsters for research, but a change in
direction at the laboratory has diminished
the need for the odd-hued lobsters, said
Chapman.
An idled brood stock of less than 100
blue lobsters is now available.
"It's the biggest congregation of blue
lobsters in the world," said Chapman,who
has been at the Darling Center for nearly
three decades. "The world's brood stock
reserve is right here — now."
Rather than see the stock of rare and
valuable lobsters set free in the ocean,
Chapman wants to buy them and create a
commercial market.
A few ofthe distinctive specimens have
been sent to an aquarium in Japan, and a
chef at a New York culinary school has
expressed interest in cooking a few blue
lobsters to see how they turn out.
Chapman would prefer to buy the whole
lot of blue lobsters to keep as breeding
stock, and sell their offspring to pet shops
at perhaps $100 per lobster or more.
But standing in Chapman's way is a
state law designed to conserve lobsters and
protect the lobster-fishing industry. Maine
outlaws the possession of lobsters under
certain lengths except those raised in research facilities and authorized hatcheries.
A bill in the Legislature would allow
pet shops to have and sell undersize hatchery-raised lobsters that are blue — or red or
yellow for that matter. It would also allow
buyers to possess those lobsters in aquariums.
Chapman says the lobsters grow fast.
One lobster that was given to a central
Maine school grew from 2 3/4 inches to 14
inches from nose to the end of its tail, in 13
months.
As pets, lobsters need to be kept in
brine, which requires more work maintaining tanks and equipment than it takes to
keep a regular fresh-water aquarium, said
Chapman.
Chapman is not sure how well his fancy
crustaceans would go over among exoticpet fanciers, but some admirers of the regular breed have already come forth.
Diane Cowan, owner of a natural-colored pet lobster, said she finds them fascinating.
"But you probably can't have more
than one because they will fight each other," said Cowan,herselfa lobster researcher.
Cowan said lobsters raise their claws in
a threatening manner when they square off
in w hat she likens to "boxing matches.:
When the fight escalates, they often push
each other,and snip at their opponent's tail.
It gets nastier when one lobster sheds its
shell,or molts. That lobster stands a chance
of being eaten by its aquarium-mate, said
Cowan,an assistant professor of biology at
Bates College in Lewiston.
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Texas Senate agrees to let voters decide on school plan

AUSTIN,"I exas(AP)— The state Senate agreed Monday to let voters decide on a
"Robin Hood"school-funding proposal that
would allow tax money to be transferred
from wealthy school districts to poor ones.
Asked about a likely contingency plan if
voters turn down the proposed constitutional amendment May 1, Lt.Gov.Bob Bullock
said, "Suicide."
The proposal is meant to meet a Texas
Supreme Court order for lawmakers to pass a
constitutional plan to equalize funding available to property-rich and poor school districts.
If a plan isn't passed by a June 1 court

deadline, school districts face a cutoff of
state public education money. That could
mean school closings because public schools
rely on state aid and local pioperty taxes.
The Senate voted 27-4 to concur with the
House version of the so-called Robin Hood
proposal.
The House proposal also would permit
voters to decide on exempting school districts from future education mandates that
are imposed but not funded by the state, with
some exceptions. That proposal would be a
separate ballot question from the share-thewealth proposal.

House Republicans, who number 58 in state from court battles
over school funding.
the 150-member chamber, had blocked the
"I don't think the public's going to pass
share-the-wealth amendment until late last it anyway," she
said.
week. Proposed constitutional amendments
Gov.Ann Richards and other Democratrequire a two-thirds vote in the Legislature ic leaders have
urged voters to approve the
to be put on a state ballot.
measure.
"I believe the prudent course for us is for
Under the proposal, local tax revenue
all of us to accept something a little less or a that is redistributed
couldn't amount to more
little different than we would prefer," said than 2.75 percent
of state and local school
Republican Sen. Bill Ratliff.
revenue, or about $407 million.
Another Republican, Sen. Jane Nelson,
Bullock, the lieutenant governor, said
voted against the measure.She said she oppos- that under the
measure, money would be
es redistributing local school property taxes transferred from
only the wealthiest school
and doesn't think the measure will save the districts, with 7 percent
of Texas' students.

•LA Education

Los Angeles teachers plan to strike February 23

LOS ANGELES(AP)— Nearly forgotten amid the apprehension over two racially
charged trials is the prospect of a strike next
week by 28,000 teachers in the nation's
second-largest public school system.
The teachers union womes that a walkout Feb.23 would put pickets and thousands
of students on city streets at a time when
tensions are running high.
"It has us frightened to death,- said
Catherine Carey, a spokeswoman for the
United Teachers-Los Angeles union.
"We don't want our people hurt we don't
want anybody hurt ... especially the kids. That
would be tragic. That's why wt hope an agreementcan be reached in the next week,"she said.

If mediation efforts fail,the teacher walkout
is scheduled to begin during the federal civil
rights trial offour white police officers accused
of beating black motorist Rodney King.
And it would start shortly before the
state criminal trial ofthree black men charged
with beating white trucker Reginald Denny
during last year's riots.
The rioting, sparked by the acquittals of
the four officers in state court,left more than
50 people dead and caused nearly $1 billion
in property damage.
Police Capt. Dan Schatz said he agreed
that a strike could make a tense situation
worse."The tensions in schools mirror those
in the community," he said. "For that rea-

son, we are taking all precautions."
School board member Mark Slavkin said
if the union wants to prevent trouble, it
should abandon plans to wall out.
"There's no way you can have a strike
that will not do great damage to this city,
period," Slavkin said.
The union has called the strike to protest
a cumulative 12 percent pay cut the school
board imposed last fall to bridge an estimated $400 million deficit in the district's $3.9
billion budget.
School officials say cuts in state funding
exacerbated by California's recession left
the district no choice but to cut wages for all
employees, not just teachers.

"The feeling out there is the teachers are
the only ones taking cuts," said schools
spokeswoman Diana Munatones. "That's
not the case. All employees are taking cuts.
It's an economic hit for everyone."
Union President Helen Bernstein says
there's more at stake than just money. She
contends the rapidly growing and ethnically
diverse district is top-heavy with administrators, and should give teachers more decision-making authority on such things as
curriculum and budgeting.
"This district's priorities are upside
down," Ms. Bernstein said. "Teachers are
the ones molding our children's future, not
administrators."
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•Education

• Chancellor battles for students
• Wal Mart to open in Sanford
• Juice box manufacturers to appeal loss
•New hiring

Woodbury says UMaine Hundreds applying for
can't afford tuition hike 200 jobs at Wal Mart

AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— The Unive
sity of Maine System has taken more than its
fair share of budget cuts during the past three
years, Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury told
lawmakers in his annual address Monday.
Woodbury attempted to debunk five
"myths" that he said give an unrealistically
positive picture of the university's financial
posture, including the belief that students
can afford another tuition hike.
The chancellor, in his seventh State of
the University speech to the Legislature,agreed that the seven-campus system charges one of the lowest tuitions of any New
England land-grant college.
"But this statement ignores the fact that
New England as a whole charges the highest
rates in the country," said Woodbury, noting that the Maine system has already increased tuition by nearly 60 percent in the
last four years.
"We very well may need to raise tuition
significantly again, but there is little question that we are straining the capacity to pay
of the vast majority of our students today,"
Woodbury said.
The state's share of university funding

has dropped from 10.1 percent108.5 percent
SANFORD, Maine (AP)- the openduring the last three years, he said. The final ing of a new Wal Mart here drew hundre
ds
appropriation for fiscal 1991 was $144 mil- ofapplicants who braved bone-chil
ling temlion, but would drop to $126 million next peratures to compete for
one ofthe 200jobs
year if Gov. John R. McKernan's budget is offered at the newly built store.
approved, he added.
On Monday,a mile's worth ofcars lined
The figures help illustrate that public both sides of Route 109 as reside
nts from
higher education in Maine "has taken a Wells to Waterboro turned
out to sign up for
highly disproportionate share ofcuts in state jobs at the new store.
spending," said Woodbury,disputing claims
"We've had this response in every store
that the university's cuts have been propor- we've opened in New Engla
nd," said mantional to those in other state programs.
ager Mark Warren. "I guess it's because
He also disputed the notion that the reces- everything's depressed."
sion has taken a similar toll on higher educaSimilar crowds have sought jobs at 15
tion across the region and nation, saying that other new Wal Mart
stores across New Enpublic higher education has taken larger per- gland, Warren said.
centage cuts in only four other states.
"It's fortunate for us," Warren said.
Woodbury disputed claims that a down- "We can get some
good associates."
turn in university finding will not be deDoris Dusseault of Waterboro said she
structive because of significant progress arrived outside the
Motel Eight in Sanford
achieved during the 1980s. Figures show
that Maine is falling further behind other
states in the percentage of population with at •Ban
least four years of college.
Cuts affecting the university system are
deeper and more damaging than most people realize, Woodbury told lawmakers.

about 7:20 a.m. Her feet nearly turned into
blocks of ice before she got inside to fill out
an application, she said.
"I was ready to turn around and go
home, but if you want a job you've got to
stand in line," she said.
Warren estimated that more than 1,000
applications were completed Monday.
More are expected by the end of the week,
he said. The large number of people who
waited in the cold is a sign of the recession's toll.
Interviews by appointment will be conducted beginning later this week and will
continue until March 15, when the company will start to stock the store with merchandise, Warren said.
"We're planning to interview people at
least three times before we make them an
offer," he said.

Juice box manLifacturers
lose suit, plan to appeal

HEALMY
APPETITE?

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Juice box
"Being an out-ii -state manufacturer
manufacturers will appeal a judge's ruling does not
grant one immunity from state
that Maine's ban on soft-sided beverage regula
tion," Alexander wrote in his ruling.
containers doesn't interfere with interstate
Marshall Cohen, president of the Asepcommerce, a spokesman said.
tic Manufacturers Council,said the group is
The manufacturers who sued the state over appeal
ing Alexander's decision to the Maine
the Maine Legislature's ban say the ban was Supre
me Judicial Court. He also hopes the
arbitrary and disrupted interstate commerce Legisl
ature will eventually overturn the ban.
because the packagesare allowed in otherstates.
The ban was part of comprehensive reBut Justice Donald Alexander ruled last cycling law
adopted by the Legislature in
week in Kennebec County Superior Court 1991.
Lawmakers contend that the aseptic
that the ban on aseptic packaging isn't a
packages,made oflayers ofcardboard,plasform of economic protectionism.
tic and aluminum, are difficult to recycle.

If we could read your mind — would you

go?

Maine Day '93 581-3196
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Wekeela
RFD 1 Box 275 i.
Maine 04221
Tel. 207.224.7878 /-ax. 207.224.7999

Maine Camp Staff Positions
Wekeela is one of America's premiere co-ed
residential summer camps,located on the shore'
of Bear Pond,in the rural community of
Hanford, Maine. Over 65 activities are offered young people
to
ages 6-16. Campers attend 4 or 8 weeks and
come from 26 states and 16 foreign countries.
We have 110
staff members and 225 campers. Our campus
is considered to be among the most beautifu
l and offers stale
of the art facilities.
We are currently accepting applicat
ions for key administrative positions and specialt
:caching/coaching areas. These areas include
athletics,tennis,competitive swimming,gymnastics, water
skiing, boating, woodworking,dance,
music,drama,creative arts, pottery,ropes
and outdoor wilderness
education. Wekeela seeks proven instruct
ors who are committed to teaching excelle
nce in their field
Several Department Head and Group
Co-Ordinator positions need to he filled for 1993. There
are also openings on our kitchen and
maintenance staff. Our season nins from June 17 August
21.
to
For more information and a full
application manual please contact our winter office.

Don't delay as our top positions

fill quickly.

Camp Wekeela
Winter Office
130 S. Merkle Rd
Columbus,OH 43209
tel.(614) 235-3177
fax.(614)235-3619
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a message
Thefederal
government has
spent almost
$3 billion ofour
taxes since 1970
to prvmote
contraceptives and
"safe sex"among
our teenagers. Isn't
it time we asked
Whathave we
gottenfor
our money?
These are thefacts:

m Focuson theF

%Why. apart from moral
considerations, do you think
teenagers should be taught to
abstain from sex until marriage?
No other appmach to the epidemic of
sexually transmitted diseases will work
The so-called "safe-sex- solution is a
disaster in the making tioncksms can fad
at least I 5 7 pen-ent of the tine annually
in presenting pregnancy 'they fail
36 3 pencent of the time annually in
presenting pregnancy among
:
young,
unmamed minority women In a study
ol honassesual men. the British .11edu al
founsal reported the failure rate due to
slippage and breakage to he 26 penent
Given these findings, it is obsious whs.
we have a word tor people who rely
on condoms as a means ot birth
control. We call them
'parents

intercourse for a full year, on as mtge.
A few yeart ago in Lexington.
(It course, the beautifulyoung
.
actors
hefore starling any kind of
youth event was held that featured no
in those steamy dramas never faced any
yontraception 0 That is the success nino
sports contest. no risk groups- just an
y onsequences for their sexual
of the experts who call abstinence
exaons et named Harold Morris talking
indulgence No one ever came down
"unrealistic" and "unworkable
about ahstinence, among other cubical%
with herpes, or syphilis, ix chlams.dia. or
1•,
.en if we spent another SNI billion
The colt
seated 18010 people. but
lelsa inflammators disease, or
to promote condom usage. newt
26,000 teenagers showed up'
infertilits , or Alf)S, or genital warts, or
teenagers would still not use theni
Eventualla more than 2.011X) steed
vertical Canl'ef No patients were Ott
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The Maine Campus, Wednesday, February 17, 1993

EditorialPage
•Purely opinion

The biggest joke of all•.•

START I T
UP AGAIN.)!

Melissa Adams

The latest Student Government fiasco was deemed a "miscarriage ofjustice." That simply is not true. The majori
ty of the
time miscarriages are accidental, this rat's Student
Government "election" was anything but. I believe "abortion"
is the
term you're looking for.
And whether your pro-choice or not, the bottom line is,
with Student Senate
you have no choice—no choice that is, if you disagree with
what the majority of
them want.
People have been standing around wondering "How can
EIS
Bill Reed take office
suIPLY
like this?" Now I don't know Bill, but I can't say that I
blame him. I mean the guy
.
71
has run for president two years in a row, it's obvious he wants
the job. And if he
can overlook this whole stunt of an "election," then why
not take the job? Silly me,
CRAM FAANUArt'13 - Kee, or -iv; I wee
,
Pui.TeABAL
I thought Bill was an upstanding guy, but how can he be
upstanding, he's our new
president.
But you can't really blame Bill, he's just another victim
of the idiotic GSS •University policies
machine. The machine you—yes you—own.
My question is, if GSS was going to rig this farce from
the beginning, why
didn't they do it in a less public manner so they could
save the one crumb of
credibility they had left? Nah, that would be too easy...So
to illustrate how easy it
Many times students pay the price for system. When logging on to Merid
ian mail,
could be in the future, here's my Top 10 Ways to Run
a Student Government doing certain things without know
ing
they
if
an
incor
rect password is punched in
Election list:
are going against a regulation, or without enough times, the syste
10. Use Comprehensive Fee money to kill the tickets GSS
m will shut down.
doesn't like. Pass it
knowing the consequences of their actions. The mailbox will be
of as a "general welfare" expense.
unaccessible to any9. This is a time of "change," just change the rules to be
For instance, on the weekends it's one but a Meridian mail opera
what you want—
tor.
whoever comes in second wins the whole shebang!
too often inferred by students that if they
Thou
gh
this
is
secur
a
ity measure
8. Constitution, schmonstitution...
park in a staff lot, because it is the week- on the system, it
7. On second thought,just overrule the popular vote and
coul
be
d
harm
ful to a
declare your favorite end
they won't be bothered. Unfortunately student who can't chec
ticket the winner. What do those silly kids know anywa
k his or her
y? The only silly kids
that matter are already in GSS.
for the unaware student, this is not true. messages when
this lock out occurs. If
6. "Elect"/Appoint more self-important, arrogant, ignora
University policy states between 12 this happens on
nt, sanctimonious
a Friday night, the
lemmings...1 mean senators. You can't have enough of those.
p.m. and 6 a.m., vehicles cannot park in students can't
get their messages until
5. Stage more debates in senate to accentuate the nonexi
stent differences staff lots- even on the week
end- during the following Monday when a Meridibetween the current president and the "challenger."
the winter months beginning Oct. 1 be- an operator
4. Take 48 hours to count 500 votes, by then no one will
is available. If one of the
care and you can do
cause of the hassle of snow removal.
whatever you want.
messages is an emergency, the stu3. Get more of your minions to harass the paper. God knows
There really is nothing unfair about dents won't
that gets you
know until it's too late.
everywhere.
this policy. What is unfair is that all too
A convenient solution would be to
2. Just do it. Just rig it. Just fix it. Just cheat it. Just plan
it. Just arrange it. Just often, students are
unaware of it. Two distribute this information about the
overrule it. Just disqualify it. Just GSS it.
phone
parking tickets, $40 worth of towing and service
I. Do what ever you want. You're going to get away with
and
winte
r
parki
it since no one gives
ng with simple
a missing vehicle later, the student finds paper
a damn anyway.
inserts in residential mailboxes.This
The bottom line is, GSS and Student Government has done
and always will do out the hard way what the policy means. may save someone from
a weekend withwhatever they feel like. It's just the way it is. You and
I have no say.
Another example of being unaware as out phone
messa
Now I know this isn't going to win me any fans, but hey,
ges,
or
a few tickets and
what is GSS going to a student is with the
Meridian telephone a tow job.(SRJ)
do to me anyway? It isn't like they can have me...a....
on second thought, nice jot,
guys,,
1-,est of luck Bill.
•

Unaware beware

Government

Melissa Adams is a seniorjournalism majorfrom Quincy,
Mass. who will kiL
the next person who utters the words "Point oforder."
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Politically mute
On Monday night President Clinton
spoke to the nation and asked Americans to do their part and make their own
individual contributions and sacrifices
for their country. In short Clinton is, at
least so far, following through on his
promise to involve citizens in their government every step of the way.
The University of Maine as well as
the State of Maine could learn from
Clinton's example. Over the past few
months students of this university have
seen a number of negative changes
thrown at them and their voices in these
matters taken away from them.
How often have you heard Gov.
McKernan express an interest in what
the general feeling among students about
cuts in their education is? How often

have Board of Trustees members come
on campus to talk to students? The answer is next to never.
More and more it seems the students
of UMaine are losing control of their
own educational careers.In fact,it seems
they are even losing their say with the
very people who are supposed to be
there for them—Student Government.
It seems studentscannoteven choose
who will represent them and their needs
anymore. That also has been decided
against their wishes.
President Clinton may want this
nation to have a government of the people,for the people and by the people,but
it seems many government officials on
many levels stilljust want a government
of, for and by themselves.(MAM)
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WEDNESDAY, FEE3RUARY 17
N.O.W.(National Organization for Women)• Every Wednesda
y at
7:00 p.m.• Ram's Horn • Everyone is welcome. • For more
information call 5&1-79O.
Maine Outing Club• Lown Rooms, Memorial Union • 7:30 p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
Chests Club• Bumps Rooms, Memorial Union • 6:00-11:00
p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
University Democrats• FFA Room, Memorial Union • 12:15-130
p.m.
• Every Wednesday.
Maine Bound's Adventure Video at the Soup Kitchen • 5:15 p.m.
in the
Soup Kitchen, Memorial Union • Know Limits. • This video shows
the most extreme doers in skiing, ice climbing, surfing, hang
gliding, snowboarding, rock climbing, parapenting, etc. They have
no limits because they know their limits. Sponsored by
the
Soup Kitchen and Maine Bound.
Women in the Curriculum Program Spring 1993 Lunch Serie
s•
Women's Studies and Student Internships • A Panel of
Students and Agency Supervisors' Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.• 12:15-1:30 p.m. • Sponsored by the Women In the
Curriculum Program, Fernald Hall. • For more information call
581- 1228.

Student Alumni Association • Every Wednesday • 5:30 p.m. •
Crossland Alumni Center.
'Kurosawa Dreams"• A Japanese film shown with Sutititle5 •
3:00 p.m. • 100 Neville • Sponsored fiy the International
Students.
The Union fSoarcl (T.U.13.) Publicity Committee • 3:10-4:00 p.m. •
T.U.B. office, Memorial Union • Everyone Welcome.
Women's Center• The women's center is reactivated! We are focusing
on educating ourselves, the campus and the community aout
issues facing women today. We will be taking a very activist
approach to these issues. Men are welcome and their input
is
appreciated! Come join Us! Every Wednesday • 4:30 p.m. in the
Chapel Room (3rd floor), Memorial Union. • Contact person Rarer' Dolan - 827-3634. • Faculty Advisor - Cheryl Daly,
Associate Dean of the Multicultural Affairs Program, 581-1417.
Carmen: New York City Opera National Company* 6:00 p.m. • Maine
Center for the Arts • A classic opera which tells the story of
the beautiful and dying Carmen.• For ticket Information, or
questions call the MCA Box Office • 581-1755.

Where it's At ...
Feature Organization
African—American Student Association
The African-American Student Associatio
n is an organization'
or the African-American students at the
University of Maine. With the
help of Co-chairpersons Elix Brown and Deont
e Hersey, and Faculty
Advisor, Cheryl Daly, this group works toget
her to organize an
African-Arnerican community in which memb
ers can get together and
discuss problems that face them both on and
off Campus. The group
also helps to educate University of Maine
students about their culture.
This group sponsors dances c'jams"),
roughly twice a month, as a
means of continuing their community
outside of Sunday night meetings,
and to provide fun and entertainment for
all students on the University
of Maine campus.
The African-American Student
A55i0C,iatiOn 15 involved in many
other activities as well. They sponsor
and assist in events arid bring in
speakers throughout the academic year.
Black History Month, and Civil
1<v-it-its Awareness Week are opportunit
ies for them to share their
culture campus-wide. This group also
provides tours for other potential
African-American students and focus
es on the education these
Students recieve at the University of
Maine.
The African-American Student
Association encourages all
students to attend their Sunday night
meetings, which are at 6:00 p.m
in the. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
•Special thanks to "Skip" Sampson for all
his help'

*•

THURSDAY, FEDRUARY 10,
American Indians at Maine • Being Indian
means more than recieving
tuition waivers. • Check us out in the F.F.A.
room, Memorial
Union. •6 p.m.• Every Thursday.
rl

1. •

Circle K Meeting • Service, Leadership, and
Friendship opportunities. •
DamN Yankee (look for the blue harmer)• Memori
al Union
• 7:45 p.m. • Every Thursday.
The Maine Peace Action Committee• 10 Maple
s • 4:00 p.m. • Every
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Wilde Stein Club • Interested in discussing gay, lesbian
, bisexual Issues
and planning gay, lesbian, bisexual activities • Sutto
n Lounge,
Memorial Union • 6:30 p.m.• Every Thursday.
Campus Crusade for Christ• North Bangor Lounge
, Memorial Union
• 7:30 p.m. • Every Thursday
A Taste of Home• Home cooked meal at the Wilson
Center • 5:30 6:30 p.m. • One dollar donation • Every Thursday

Maine Masque Meetings • The Maine Masque works with
the
Department of Theatre/Dance to support the Maine
MasctueTheater productions, promotes all performing
arts
on campus, and strives to cultivate student Interest in
the performing arts. There is a meeting February 18th
• 5:30 p.m.• Hauck Green Room. Meetings are hi-weekly.
Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • 7:30 p.m. • Every
Thursday •"Dada is a tomato. Dada 15 a spook". Dada 15
an art performance you must see for yourself. • Followed
by the musical group Fungus Truck • For more information
call 561-4556.

Thursday Night at the Bear's Den • Live music • Sister
Blue •

FRIDAY, FEDRUARY 19
International Student Coffee HOU66 • Kelaxed conversation',
Intercultural
Programs, discussions of intern topics, etc. • Bangor Lounge
,
Memorial Union • 4:00 p.m.• Every Friday.
Inter-Christian Varsity Fellowship• Large Group Meetings •
Bangor Lounge,
Memorol Union • 7:00 p.m. • Every Friday.
35+ Singles Club•Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union • 5:00-7:00
p.m.• Every
Friday.

The Soup
Kitchen
Monday-Thursday 5:00- 6:30 p.m.
at The Damn Yankee.
All meals are served with _salad, fruit, yogurt,

Gamero Oulld Meeting. A new club on campus for all garners. Everyo
ne is
welcome. • This Friday (keep an eye out, the day we meet might be
changing)• 5:00 p.m.• Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union. • For more
information call 581-6594.

coffee, tea and juices. All you can eat for
MOO.

University of Maine Men's Hockey
•4

February 17 — February 23

Boston University •7 p.m.• Alforid Arena

'A Fish Called Wanda", -The Meaning of Life", and cartoons.•6:30 p.m.
*101 Neville' • 504 admission with UM Student ID. • Sponsored 17y

Wednesday

The Union Board (T.U.B.) Entertainment Committee • 3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
• T.U.13. office, Memorial Union • Everyone Welcome.

Thursday

Live! Music at the Ram's Horn • Featuring: Sonny Probe • Pluck Theatre • The
Wobblies • Sister blue • 8:00 p.m.• Admission is FREE • Sponsored by
The Concert Committee, the Ram's Horn, and WMEB.

Monday

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20

tential

)0 p.m

The Peace and Justice Film Serle6: Spring 1993• 100Nev
ille Hall
• 7:00 p.m. 'Haiti: Killing the Drea"'An emotionally
gripping and politically profound illumination of the Boat
People's story and the details of their current state of
affairs. • Discussionl afterwards, led by Jonathan
Demme • Admission is free.

'Where Is Little Bear?" A special treat tor young sky watchers.
r
‘
,1
for ages 5+. • 2:00 p.m.• University of Maine Planetarium, Wingate
Hall. Admission: $3.00 under 18, students and seniors:• $4.00
adults. • Free with a UM student 10. • Tickets can be purchased by
calling the UM Planetarium Office (581 - 1341), or the day of the show.
Seating Is on a first come/first serve basis.
University of Maine's Women's Basketball V5. Vermont •1:00 p.m.• Admissio

Tuesday

Fizza
Smorgasbord
Chinese Noodie
Soup
Middle Eastern
Chick Pea Stew
Spinach Lasagna

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21

African American Student Association • bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.•
Every Sunday •6:00 p.m.
Worship and Celebration • At the Wilson Center • Sundays at 5:00 p.m.
followed by a light supper
University of Maine Amateur Radio Club • Holds weekly meetings on Sundays
at 1:00 p.m. • Merrill Hall Amateur Kadio Station. • Meetings are open
to anyone interested in Amateur Kadio. • For more information call
Aaron at 581-7748, or Eryan at 581-- 2351.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22

Adam Sandler
Known for his Impersonations on
"Saturday Night Live", Adam Sandler will be
appearing at the Maine Center for the Arts on
Tuesday. February 23, 1993, at 7:00 p.m. This
event, sponsored by The Union oard (T.U.B.),
alsu includes an opening act ITurn Steve Huily,
boston-based comedian. Tickets can be
purchased at the MCA Eox Office.(581-1755).
Students showing a UM student ID can purchase
tickets for $7.00. Tickets for the General Public
are priced at $15.00.

Non-Traditional Students Club • Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union • Mondays
3:00-4:00 p.m.
The Union Board (TU..) Movie Committee • 3:15 p.m.-4 p.m. • TUB.
Office,
Memorial Union • Every Monday • Everyone Is welcome.

TUESDAY, FEE3RUARY 23
Sharing Circle for Healing Radom • The sharing circle tor healing
racism is
intended for anyone wanting to examine arid overcome his or her
feelings
of racism • Every Tuesday • 4:00 • Old Town loom, Memorial Union,
• Sponsored by the Bahiii Club.
Environmental Theater • "The Lorax"• An environmenta
l cartoon based on Dr.
Suess' The Lorax. The Lorax is an dying animal •700 p.m. •
101 Neville
• Sponsored by SEAC, Comprehensive Fee Committee, Waste
Not, MPAC,
OCE%, Multicultural Affairs Program, ASAP and Waste Manag
ement.

•
Getting Acquainted Better • People are needed for the

u:7AE3 Fro,3ram • A minimum of one hour a week to talk to
and get to know International Students• All students are
encouraged to participate in this activity • For more
information visit the VOICE office, 2nd floor Memorial
Union, or call Jen Cochrane at 581-1796 or Joyce
Fairbrosher at 581-8331 •

Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers • This
organization provides an
1:utlet fc,- Students intereSted in producing creative vi.eo and
film.
58v1-eryTu;
.E
715 sday • 7:00 p.m. • 107 Lord Hall • For more
information call
Maine Council for Debate • Meets Tuesdays •5:00
p.m. • Honors Center • All
interested are welcome to attend • For more inform
ation call
666- 2084.
Landscape Horticulture Club • Speaker: Don Smith,
retired head garden,
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C.•5:00 p.m. • 113 Deerin
g Hall.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP' Media
Services to students at the University of Maine
. It is a
student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educa
tional and spiritual programs. It offers free
listings
for all student-related events and activities. If you have somet
hing going on, take advantage of our servic
es!
Write the date, time, place, cost (if any), and a short descri
ption of the event. Also attach your
organization's name and number. Send all submissiors or
questions in the direction of Kim Roberts,
Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call
at 581-4359. The deadline is the Friday
before
the listings appear.
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Student leader is choice ofall students Rest
aurant
not racist
To the &him .

Now l'‘e seen it all. The FEPC and the
General Student Senate has disqualified candidates for being too resourceful — in essence, for thinking. Aren't we supposed to
elect leaders who think? Who utilize all the
resources at their disposal? This is exactly
what Collin Worster and Annie Allen did.
According to Professor Steve Craig from
the JMC department, Bill. Reed and Rich
Aldrich could also have had access to the
same equipment, free of charge, had they

thought of it. "Ibis would have entailed askclosed group of "in-people" who share one
ing around for volunteers(i.e., communicollective thought: keep outsiders out!
cating with the students) who took the
reThe 12,(XX) plus student at this university
quired video production course.
must not stand for this. We cannot expect
Reed and Aldrich did not think of these
university officials or the Augusta Statehouse
thing.. however, and now their comrades on
to take our representative seriously given that
the GSS have managed to pervert Worster
they were brought to power by such a small
and Allen's resourcefulness into cheating.The
"clique" of students. Worster and Allen must
end result is that less than 1 percent of the
he installed as the new President and Vicestudent population has chosen the new Presipresident of the Student Government.
dent and Vice-President. Clearly, as Senator
Pam Powell's letter to the editor (Feb. 15)
Dan Feins
supports, the General Student Senate is a
Kennebec Hall

•Greeks

• Mondays

All the sorority sisters are notthe same
To the Editor:

..U.E3. Office,
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In rebuttal to Marty Winslow, I would
like to take this opportunity to speak out for
the Greek Community.
First ofall,the majority of people who"Go
Greek" are looking for something more than
just a better social life. On this campus, the
Greek System, with the support of the administration, allows students to be the individuals
that they are, and yet still be members of a
system that stands for high ideals and timeless
friendships, and works as a team to enhance
the quality of our college experiences.
As a sorority sister, I am sorry to hear that
Ms. Winslow was treated the way she was. My

sorority was not involved, but regardless of
who the sisters were and which sorority they
were from, Ms. Winslow feels that she is being
judged by myself, my sisters, and the rest ofthe
Greek Community. When we wear our pin or
our letters in public, we do so because we are
very proud of the organizations we belong to.
Our intention is not to condemn or judge anyone— but, by wearing our letters around campus it gives the Greek system exposure that will
be helpful during rush seasons.
The reason that we "Cling to each other,"
(as Ms. Winslow so kindly puts it) is because
our sisters are our best friends. They are the
ones we lean on through good and had because
of the sisterhood bond established through ini-

tiation. It is a bond that lasts a lifetime, and —
Yes, Ms. Winslow, we always will have our
sorority to fall back on.
Now, Ms.Winslow,(and any others who
share her feelings)why don't you look around
a bit, attend a few rush functions, and decide
which sorority suits your needs. We are not
all the same — just as all the sisters in one
sorority are not the same. Please look past
the traditional "Animal House" stereotypes
and see what each sorority has to offer—
don't' judge the entire Greek System on the
actions of a few girls you met at a party!

To the Editor:
This letter is to confirm that Taco Bell
Corp.does not presently operate any Taco
Bell Restaurants in South Africa. Additionally, we do not have any franchisees.
licensees, or other business interests of
investments in South Africa.
PepsiCo, Taco Bell's parent corporation, is strongly opposed to both racial
policies and civil liberties violations of
the government of South Africa.
PepsiCo has not had any property, employees or investments in South Africa
for many years, and has never had a significant investment there. As a result of
the 1986 acquisition of KFC Corporation,
PepsiCo acquired KFC's restaurant operations in South Africa.
PepsiCo disposed of these properties
as quickly as possible, giving special consideration to nonwhites in the divestiture
program.
Please feel free to contact me if you
have any questions or if I can be of any
further assistance.
Bob Jenkins
Director, International Field Services
Taco Bell Corp.

Angel Dresser
Alpha Phi

•Student Government

•Hockey

Fans should Republicans resisted the election reality
get fired up
To ihe Editor:

To the Editor:
This is a notice to anyone who is planning to attend this weekend's Maine
Hockey games vs. Boston University: If
you do not plan on yelling, screaming,
and practically going nuts during the
whole game,give your ticket to someone
who will!
The Alfond has recently become a place
ofthe dead.Sure,people cheer when Maine
scores, but soon after that it becomes so
quiet that you can hear people talking in
the next section about the weather or hou
the ice fishing will be! As for the Students
Blue Line Crew, they should be renamed
"The Boring Line Crew!" Other than an
occasional, half-hearted "Go-Blue" chant,
most people don't even know they
exist.(Especially opposing teams).
Coach Walsh and the team have worked
very hard to get where they are today, and
the B.U.Series is of vital importance to the
teams confidence as they head into the
playoffs.
Let's lift the roof off the Alfond and
once again become the best"7th Player" on
the ice!
Bari George
Winterport

Hooray for all the college republicans!!!
Even when the student body votes against
their wishes, they pull some bullshit technicality from the air to disqualify the winning
party.
This is exactly what happened Thursday night/Friday morning at the emergency
meeting of the Senate. The Worster/Allen
ticket won more than 50 percent of the student vote, and the Senate decided to ignore
that fact.
The Senate voted to disqualify the winners
because of Collin Worster's use of video pro-

duction equipment that is open for use and
free to any student of UMaine. The Fair Election Practice Committee decided that Worster/Allen should have said that they spent 60
'dollars on their expense account. I do not
understand why Worster/Allen should have to
pay $60 for the use of free equipment. This
$60 put the Worster/Allen campaign over the
$400 limit.
It was obvious to me, while watching this
meeting until after 3 a.m. that the Senators
did not listen to what the students wanted,
nor did they listen to facts and truth. Professor Craig, who is the person that let Collin
use the equipment originally, was at the meet-

ing and he told everyone that the equipment
is open to all skilled students, and if the
students are not skilled he would refer them
to someone in the Journalism Department
who could help them out. This is no different than one of the candidates using a computer cluster to make a flyer. The majority of
the Senators at the meeting Thursday night
did not want Collin Worster to be President
of Student Government,and were willing to
ignore truth and demociacy to make sure
that he did not win.
Kris Mueller
Knox Hall

•GSS

Students need to understand decision
To the Editor:

lack of attention to unforeseen details.
I would also like to commend the Fail
As an off-campus senator in the Gener- Election Practices Committee
for their pro
al Student Senate, I feel that it is my duty fessionalism and dedication
in insuring a
to explain to the students of this campus fair election for all parties
involved. They
my reasoning and concerns with the out- had a very tough job, but they
still came to
come of Thursday night's emergency sen- the decision which was specifi
ed in the
ate meeting.
FEPC guidelines.
I would first like to commend Collin
The fact is that the rules were not comWorster on his efforts and integrity with pletely understood and had
to be enforced.
this election. I do believe his intentions The student body elected Collin,
but it
were sincere and the problems that arose was the decision of the
FEPC that the
were not due to malicious intent but to his Worster/Allen ticket acted
unfairly in their

campaign.
I hope that the students will understand the predicament the FEPC and the
GSS was put in and will support the outcome. I also sincerely hope that all parties involved will continue to work together to serve the students of this campus and that in return, the students will
support and work with the Student Government.
Brian Bartony
Off-Campus Senator
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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By Mike Smith
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For Tuesday, February 16
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
fast walker with a dry sense of humor, you
enjoy nothing more than a good conversation. You're equally adept at juicy small
talk or serious intellectual discussions on
the most profound subjects. With a wide
range of interests, you can hold your own
in any discussion, or at least do a very
convincing job of faking it! You also have
an innate gift for learning languages.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Dreams
provide useful clues that can help you find
your way through a murky period of secrets
and hidden obstacles. Discussing your
thoughts with a trusted friend helps to clarify muddled issues.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A delightful invitation provides the opportunity
to enjoy the company of cherished frien
ds
and recharge your batteries for the comi
ng
week. Even if you have to travel for the
event, go for it!
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): A short trip
to visit relatives can kill two birds with
one
stone. You can discuss your recent travails
in
confidence while retreating to a place that make
s
you feel safe. Your family offers support.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Dabbling in a favorite pastime gets your
creative juices flowing, perhaps whetting
your
appetite to explore new frontiers! Trav
el
could satiate your hunger for adventur
e, as
could continuing your education.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Putting
your
feelings down on paper enables you
to sort
them out with greater clarity. Practical
concerns such as research, taxes, and healt
h take
on greater importance during this cycle
2s well.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Arrange
important meetings for today if possi
ble, as
your negotiating skills are at their peak
! By
hammering out the terms of a deal
and
signing the contract now, you get the
most
favorable terms.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Take
advantage of enhanced communicatio
n to iron
out the details of a work project.
Health
problems could arise with a family
member, forcing you to rearrange your sche
dule
to offer them support.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) A
burst
of creative energy sparks an imag
inative
idea that could be emotionally or
financially profitable! Don't dismiss an unus
ual concept as trivial before really looking
into it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21):
Your
search for a new home may reach a
delightful
conclusion now!Important messages
that could
have a lasting impact on your futur
e arrive, so
be alert for any communications.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19)
When
forging an agreement during this
influence,
it's in your best interest to get thing
s in writing in order to avoid any misu
nderstandings.
Relatives may drop in for a surpr
ise visit.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Give
letters and contracts special
attention as
written communication takes
on added significance. Getting your thoughts
organized
allows you to dive in head first
when the
week begins in earnest tomorrow
.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):
If you
have something you want
to get off your
chest, do so during this infl
uence which
lends clarity and power to
your message!
Putting it in writing can add
some weight to
your words.
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By Cari Paul

For Wednesday, February 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAN
Creating order from the furious turmoil ot
creative and sometimes contradictory ideas
is no easy task. Your mind is extremely
active, but trying to do everything that
comes through your mental channels will
lead you to chaos. See one project at a time
through to completion and success, money,
and happiness will be your reward.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The
twists and turns of daily life can throw your
plans into disarray, but at the same time
they may provide the answer to a difficult
challenge if you look in that direction.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): A minor difference of opinion could snowball
into a major blowout if you insist on pressing the matter. There is a time and place for
everything, and this is neither. Back off.
your time will come.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You
may feel the need to treat yourself to something extravagant, but the temporary high
you get from impulsive spending sets you
up for a real downer when it's time to pay
the bill. Window shopping is free.
CANCER(June 21 -July 22): Ammantic decision may seem unresolved from a
practical standpoint, but in the back of your
mind you've already arrived at a conclusion.
Go with your gut, you won't be disappointed.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A day filled
with sudden crises, obstacles and frustration challenges you to keep a professional
attitude in the midst of pure chaos! Weather thr storm, things return to relative norshortly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Rumors
could be swirling around the office or the
neighborhood at warp speed, some of them
more outrageous than others. Consider the
source and check out the facts before buying into any of it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Your failure to tie up loose ends and take care of
vital details is at the root of your current
difficulties. Make use of the tools at your
disposal, such as a pencil and paper, to
prevent further neglect of these issues.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 - Nov. 21) Making
your ideas known in a discreet manner to
those who can enhance your career prospects gives you a significant boost! Encouraging news may arrive from a distance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Your recent successes may be tempered by
the onset of a severe case of the midweek
blahs. Hang on to that thread of optimism
that remains and things will improve before you know it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) Direct confrontation yields poor results now:
subtlety is your single greatest asset. Sometimes it pays to be just a little bit sneaky, as
long as no great lies are told.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Although you generally base your daily decisions on logic and reason, a strong metaphysical influence lends greater credence
to sudden flashes of intuition. Follow your
instincts instead of your head.
PISCES (Fcb. 19 - March 20): Although you may be intrigued when a coworker approaches you with their plans,
avoid getting drawn into a game you cannot win. Do what you can to diplomatically
distance yourseif.
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New York Times Daily Crossword

Crossword Edited by Eugene
ACROSS
I Within Prefix
6 Five-time
Presidential
candidate
10 Cry of sorrow
14 More unusual
IS Part of Q.E.D
IS Quaker leader
17 Steeple
Quote
111 This, in Avila
20A k a Mary
Westmacott
23 Society-page
word
24 Dinnertime, to
Donne
26 Part of a min.
=Job opening

31 00ligations
34 To be, in Pans
36 Cambodian
neighbor
40 Solar-year
excess
et A k a Currer Bell
44 Past or present,
e.g.
46 Submarine
sandwich
46 Type of tide
47 Part of an
overcoat
**Bombay attire
51 Kin of ayes
52 S Nigerian
native
114 Halfway house
allAkaBoz
04 Exec's car

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the Mince in
the basement of Lord Hall.

No. 0105

65 Disable
64 Demonstration
of validity
66 Lyric poems
54 Tai Mahal's site
70 Relating to
sheep
7t Hereditary
factor
72 Appear
71 Concise

DOWN
I Collector on

Apr 15
2 Calif wine
district
3 Math course
•Played a tape
again
•Mountain ridges
6 Ten Comb
form
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 7
the Red
3 Use a tub
LEAS
WREN
SPURS
Type of record
ETNA
HERO
TEPEE
player
TTU
1010
RATER 10
Mimics
EACEN I KS
ECOLE 11"
- - — we
EVEN
Fl SF
forget," Kiptng
CPO
EDGE
IRE 12 OppOsitionist
AU
EAPS
ODES
DOS 13 Dirk of yore
[EASE
STINT
-ENS 21 Phone call
response
TENT
AS I A
EIGADE
MESCAL
ARNO
LON 22 Near the center
05 Factions
EROS
EIRE
PHASE
PE ACE T IME 110 Waters or
Merman
[ROSIN
AR TE
ANOW
27 Wading bird
TMEN
OM-E
A
PONE
20 Solemn vow
[DEANS
SADE
ENDS' 30
Lugs

Corrections

T. Maleska

oirm mi!on
SS

56

62

63

66
68

70
73

32 Atop
33 More rat:onat
34 Outward
31 Rome's
Spanish 37 Gaelic
30 Antitoxins
42 Even
43 Acid type
40 Swellings of a
sort
SO Where to dip a
quilt

53 Kind of orange
ss Temerity
MI Wooden soled
shoe
57 Conceal
56 Approval
50 Light pink wine

60 Dreadful
et Mosque priest
62 Roulette bet
63 Pearl Buck
book
67 Charge for
service

Get answers to any three clues

by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-

5656(754 each mlnute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 wi:h a professional astrol
oger about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, Money, career
,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message Astrologers are availa
ble seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute
, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-7264036.
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•Seeking retrial

•Taxes

Tyson Lawyer argues Americans want specific
for appeal to rape case information from Clinton
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— A judge who
kept key witnesses from testifying and
blocked the introduction of important evidence allowed Mike Tyson to be wrongly
convicted of rape, his lawyer argued Monday in appealing for a new trial.
"We want a new trial in which all the
evidence can be presented to a jury," attorney Alan Dershowitz told a group of law
students after two hours of argument before
a three-judge appeals panel.
The Indiana Court of Appeals panel is
not expected to rule on the request for at
least two months, court officials said.
Inside the state Supreme Courtchamber,
Dershowitz headed a defense team that attacked Superior Court Judge Patricia J. Gifford's handling of the case.
Gifford denied ajury the necessary tools
of evidence by blocking testimony from
three defense witnesses and refusing jurors
achance to consider whether his accuser had
consented to sex, the former heavyweight
boxing champion's lawyers said.
"It is obvious if they had these tools,
they would have acquitted Mike Tyson,"
said Nathan Dershowitz, another defense
attorney and the brother of Alan.
"This appeal is not about re-weighing
evidence, as the defense would have you

do," prosecutor Lawrence M.Reuben said.
Neither Tyson,who is serving a six-year
prison term, nor his accuser, Desiree Washington, attended the hearing.
Tyson, 26, was convicted last year of
raping Washington in his Indianapolis hotel
room in July 1991. She was a contestant in
the Miss Black America beauty pageant and
Tyson was in town to promote the event.
Among those at Monday's hearing was
boxing promoter Don King and Camille
Ewald, the elderly woman Tyson called
"Mont" after his own mother died.
Ewald left court without commenting,
but King said he planned to visit Tyson with
news of the hearing.
Nathan Dershowitz argued that Gifford
should have pennitted testimony from witnesses who said they saw Tyson and a woman embracing in his limousine outside his
hotel. One witness saw Tyson and the woman walk arm-in-arm into the hotel, he said.
Gifford said the witnesses came forward
during the middle of the trial, too late to be
heard. Prosecutors said the defense had kept
them hidden to spring them at the last minute.
Alan Dershowitz said the defense
couldn't bring the witnesses forward until
they had been interviewed to make sure they
were telling the truth

(AP)Many Americans watching President Clinton's "call to arms" on TV Monday night agreed with him on the need to
revive the economy,but several asked where
the specifics were.
"I agree with him that change has to take
place," said Vee Hays, part-owner of a
weekly newspaper group in suburban Nash
ville. "But how can I support something I
don't know about?"
Joel Nadon,36,an industrial automation
systems designer from Ashland City,Tenn.,
said the charts Clinton used to illustrate his
speech were deceptive.
"I find it hard to believe the man,"
Nadon said."I don't know what he's trying
to say or accomplish by this. ... I don't feel
that he's going to do anything."
Julia Hennessey, a 34-year-old waitress
from Fort Lee, N.J., agreed that the speech
was short on detail, but said she voted for
Clinton and still supports him.
"I really think his plan will work," she
said. "I have faith in him."
Others were less receptive,especially to
the president's plan to raise taxes on people
making more than $100,000 a year.
"During his campaign,he said he would
place higher taxes on people making more
than $200,000," Hays said. "Here he is
breaking yet another promise."
A George Bush supporter,Patricia Henry of Weehawken, N.J., called the proposal
unfair.

"I work hard for my money," said Henry, a stockbroker in New York City."Why
should I have to pay for other people's
taxes?"
Barbara Joan McKee, an unemployed
bank teller who watched the speech at a bar in
Eatontown, N.J., said she was disappointed.
"He said the taxes for middle-class people were going to be lowered, and now he
says he can't lower them due to a higher
deficit than he realized," she said.
Marion Lerner, 75, of Quincy, Mass.,
said the president was off to a good start.
"If the Republicans let him do some of
those things, he'll be fine," Lerner said.
"Once he says something, the Republicans
say right away,'that isn't the way to do it."
Steve Boldman of Portland, Ore., also
said he thought Clinton had the right idea
but might have trouble getting everyone
to agree.
"I thought he made a very good message
to the American public but I don't think he
reached all the people that he needed to
reach," said Boldman, who voted for
Clinton.
Marion Pierce, a high school librarian
from Gilmanton, N.H., said she backed the
president 100 percent.
"We've got some unpleasant things to
do and we've all got to pay our fair share to
get out ofthe mess we're in," she said."I'm
delighted he's rising to the challenge and
that he's urging us to do the same."

& Seniors network
for your future
Use March Break to meet with
UMaine Alumni through the Maine
Mentor Program
ntor=Guide, Helper, A
Alumni/ac volunteers in
14 major career fields
are waiting to help you...
• gather career inform
• identify specific care
options relevant to yo
interest, skills & abili
• Network to tap into
competitive job market
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An unidentified Worster/Allen supporter makes his case during last
night's
meeting.(Kiesow photos.)
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products," Lewis said.
Professor of Philosophy and MPAC memPepsiCo wrote a letter to Lewis to con- ber Doug Allen. "When this happens lin
firm that "Taco Bell Corporation does not South Africa] we will end the boycott."
presently operate any Taco Bell Restaurants
MPAC will have a table in the Union all
in South Africa."
this week to announce the boycott.
They also said,"PepsiCo has not had any
"We want to keep the pressure on. It has
property,employeesor investments in South not cpened yet, and we hope it will not
Africa for many years, and has never had a open," Dolan said.
significant investment there."
MPAC is focusing on Taco Bell until it is
Nelson Mandella said the only way to be gone,then they will "look back and inward"
free is to have "one person, one vote," said to the other PepsiCo productson thiscampus.

Charley says,"W000."

et with
e Maine

Outgoing Vice President Diane Dostie discusses the removal of spectators with
a UMaine police officer.(Kiesow photo.)
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866-3525
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•Indian victory

•Ageless love

Mediator rules in favor of Senior sweethearts wed
tribe in gambling dispute on Valentine's
Day

PHOENIX (AP) — A judge handed
three Arizona Native American tribes a
victory Monday in their dispute with the
state over reservation gambling, allowing
them to operate thousands of electronic
gaming machines.
Former state Supreme Court Chief Justice Frank X.Gordon,appointed by a federal
judge in December to mediate the dispute,
chose gaming compacts submitted by the
Tohono O'odham, White Mountain Apache
and Pascua Yaqui tribes.
The compacts would allow the Tohono
O'odham Tribe to operate 2,600 electronic gaming machines plus keno games and
tables for poker, blackjack and craps. The
White Mountain Apaches and Pascua Yaquis would each be allowed to operate
1,800 machines plus poker, blackjack and
keno.
Indian leaders praised the ruling, but
Gov. Fife Symington and Senate Majority
Leader Tom Patterson expressed disappointment.
"The mediator's decision opens the door
for full scale Las Vegas-type casino gambling in Arizona," Symington said through
a spokesman.
Gordon said the state, while trying to
limit Indian gaming, operate- a state lottery
and allows parimutuel betting at horse and
dog tracks.
"Arizona has long since passed the time
when it prohibited gambling," he said.

The state had offered compacts similar
to those signed earlier with the YavapaiPrescott,Fort McDowell,A k-Chin and Cocopah tribes, each of which was allowed
250 machines and no poker, blackjack,
craps or keno.
Each of those compacts includes provisions that would allow the tribes to expand
their operations to match the best deal given
any other tribe. That means each would be
allowed up to 2,600 machines as soon as the
Tohono O'odham agreement is approved by
the federal Interior Department, said Jack
Moortel, Symington's chief Indian gambling negotiator.
Gordon said he was swayed not only by
legal arguments, but also by economic conditions on the three reservations.
"For whatever reasons, neither the state
nor the federal government has furnished
adequate revenue to provide for the needs of
these tribes in areas of health, education,
economic development or governmental
infrastructure," he said.
Gordon also said the state's offer of 250
gambling machines for each tribe "displays
an apparent lack of regard for the significant
differences" in the tribes' population and
economic needs.
Sylvester Listo, vice chairman of the
Tohono O'odham Tribe, thanked Gordon
"and the people of Arizona who have supported our sovereign rights and economic
security."

WILLIAMSPORT, Md.(AP) — First Lindewurth, believes the impetus for tying
Dorothy and James were friends, then they the knot came in December when her mother
became in-laws,later they were roommates. was hospitalized for pneumonia. But
it took
Now the 95-year-old man and 85-year-old some time to get used to the idea of marriag
e.
woman are husband and wife, married on
"I think he realized then how much he
Valentine's Day.
loved her, but they thought everyone would
They were friends during their youth, think they were silly," Ms.
Walterand Dorothy married James' brother John in Lindewurth said.
1928. They remained close after John Carr
"It feels a liale strange," Mrs. Carr said
died 17 years ago. In 1989, they began Sunday."All of the sudden
we just decided
sharing the same home.
to get married and I thought this would be a
Mrs. Cart's daughter, Nancy Walter- good day."

•Suicide Doctor

Dr. Kavorkian assists
with 13th suicide
ROSEVILLE, Mich.(AP) — Dr. Jack
Kevorkian helped a 70-year-old invalid kill
himself Monday by inhaling carbon monoxide. He was Kevorkian's 13th assisted
suicide.
Hugh Gale, a former security guard,
had been disabled more than 10 years
with emphysema and congestive heart
disease.
"He was in terrible pain," said Michael
Schwartz, one of Kevorkian's attorneys.
"He was on oxygen 100 percent of the time
— could not walk, could not go out of the
house."

866-2111

Gale's wife,Cheryl,and Kevorkian were at
Gale's suburban Detroit home when he died,
Schwartz said. She did not speak to reporters.
Linda Vaughn Davis, an assistant county prosecutor at the scene, said she didn't
know what legal action, if any, would be
taken. There was no answer Monday at the
prosecutor's office, which was closed for
the Presidents Day holiday.
Gale was the fifth person Kevorkian has
helped commit suicide since Dec. 15, when
Gov. John Engler signed legislation that
will ban assisted suicide in Michigan beginning March 30.

866-2112 I

After 8

Delivery Special
Sunday thru Thursday only
FREE Coke
with each pizza delivered to campus

$3.25

$6.00
Plain or 1-Item

Plain or 1-Item

Small Pizza
a $4.50 vallic

Delivery hours 5 p.m. to 12 Midnight
Daily Prices include tax and delivery
Tip your delivery driver
He/She is a student, too!
Limited Time Only

Large Pizza
a $8.50 value
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SportsNews

• Ferentz leaves UMaine,accepts job with NFL Browns
• UMaine men's basketball bounces back against Buffalo
• Finn Column: Classy coach was a UMaine asset

The Campus •UMaine football
Sports Ticker Ferentz resigns to accept post with Browns
Tyson must waitiat least
tiovo months before court
rules on appeal
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — Mike Tyson is expected to spend at least two more
months in jail before an Indiana Court of
Appeals panel rules on the appeal of his
rape conviction.
The three-judge panel heard more than
two hours of arguments Monday from
Tyson defense lawyers, who said he deserves a new trial, and from state's attorneys,whosaid his conviction should stand.
"We want a new trial in which all the
evidence can be presented to a jury,"
Tyson attorney Alan Dershowitz told a
group of law students after two hours of
argument before a three-judge appeals
panel.
Inside the state Supreme Court chamber, where the hearing was moved to accommodate scoresofreporters and spectators, Dershowitz headed a defense team
that criticized Marion SuperiorCourtJ udge
Patricia I. Giffonfs handling of the case.
Gifford denied ajury the necessary tools
of evidence by blocking testimony from
three defense witnesses and refusing jurors
a chance to consider whether his accuser
had consented to sex, the former heavyweight boxing champion's lawyers said.
"It is obvious if they had these tools,
they would have acquitted Mike Tyson,"
said Nathan Dershowitz,another defense
attorney and the brother of Alan.
But prosecutor Lawrence M. Reuben
said there wasn't a legal basis for an
appeal.
"This appeal is notabout re-weighing
evidence, as the defense would have you
do," he said.
Neither Tyson, who is serving a sixyear prison term,nor his accuser,Desiree
Washington. attended the hearing.
Tyson,26, was convicted last year of
raping Washington in his Indianapolis
hotel room in July 1991. She was a contestant in the Miss Black America beauty
pageant, and Tyson was in town to promote the event.
In a separate but related appeal, Tyson's lawyers said Gifford also should
have granted a new trial after discovering
evidence that Washington had signed an
agreement with a lawyer who later left the
case.
That's proof, Nathan Dershowitz argued, that Washington made up the rape
story to get rich by suing and selling the
rights to her story.
"It's for money," he said, calling the
document a "smoking gun" proving
Washington's alleged scheme. "That's
the only reason you have a contingency
fee agreement."
Among those at Monday's hearing
was boxing promoter Don King,who said
he planned to visit Tyson with newsofthe
hearing.
"I'm going to see him now and I'm
going to give him thegood news that from
my gut feeling he was innocent from the
beginning," said King, who sat behind
the defense table.

By Chad Finn

Noting that he had no connections on the line coach at the University of Iowa for nine
Browns staff, Ferentz speculated that a seasons prior to coming to UMaine also
former colleague of his that is now a mem- worked in his favor.
For the fourth time ber of the Super Bowl champion Dallas
"I think they were looking for someone
in the past seven years, Cowboys' coaching staff may have put in a with a
college background rather than a guy
the University of Maine good word for him.
who had been around the pros for awhile,"
has watched its head
"Tony Weiss,our line coach at Pitt(where Ferentz said. "I think (Browns Coach Bill)
football coach leave for greener pastures.
Ferentz was an assistant in 1980) may have Belichick wanted somebody who was reKirk Ferentz, the third-year head of the put in a good word
for me," Ferentz said. garded as a teacher, and we focused a lot on
Black Bear football program, became the "But I'm really not
100 percent sure."
latest coach tojoin that dubious list when he
Ferentz's experience as the offensive
See FERBNTZ page 18
announced Monday that he was resigning to
accept ajob as the offensive line coach ofthe
NFL's Cleveland Browns.
"This is, to say the least, a bittersweet
moment," said UMaine Athletic Director
Mike Ploszek, who accompanied Ferentz to
the press conference at Mahaney Clubhouse
where the announcement was made. "He
has truly progressed our program in a very,
very difficult time at the university, and he
did in in such a way that he is a role model
to the entire institution.
"To say he will be missed is an understatement."
Ferentz, who posted a 12-21 record in his
three seasons in Orono,follows Tom Lichtenburg(1989),Tim Murphy(1987-88)and Buddy Teevens(1986)as recent UMaine coaches
that have left for higher-profile positions.
Ploszek,however,said that stability,rather than a long term commitment, is what
UMaine should look for in a new coach.
"Whether he's going to be here ten years
or three, we need to develop a sustained
sense of stability and growth within the
university," Ploszek said.
Ferentz, who refinanced his house in
November with the intent of staying for at
least the final two years of his contract, said
the sudden opportunity to coach in the NFL
caught him off guard.
"Its something I used to dream of years Former University of Maine
football coach Kirk Ferentz appears deep in thought
ago," Ferentz said, occasionally fighting at Monday's press conference in which
he announced he was leaving UMaine to
back tears. "But this whole situation really become an assistant with the
NFL's Cleveland Browns.(Kiesow photo.)
caught me by surprise."
Sports Editor

•UMaine men's basketball

•Column

Backcourt trio runs and
guns UMaine past Buffalo
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Thank goodness
for Buffalo. Lord
knows the NW does
every season around
Super Bowl time.
Now, follov.ing their 81-52 thrashing of
the University of Buffalo Monday night, you
can add the University of Maine men's basketball team to the list of teams grateful to
hammer on the city's ever-abused sports
programs.
The Black Bears guard trio of Kevin
Terrell(13 points), Deonte Hursey(16)and
Casey Arena (14)combined for 43 points,
with Hursey netting all of his points in a
sloppy, fast-breaking second half that saw
the UMaine pull away with the blowout
victory.
It was the second time this season UMaine
(10-10) has defeated the Bulls. The first

Ferenm's class and
dignity will be missed
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

came on Dec. 21, when the Black Bears
pulled out a 83-70 road victory.
"They are a better team then we are,"
Buffalo Coach Dan Bazzani. "They have
better guards and better big men, and it
shows on the court."
Thanks to some torrid shooting (16 of
27,59.3 percent)and eight points each from
Terrell, Dan Hillman and Francois Bouchard, UMaine jumped out to a 37-29 halftime advantage.
A 15-8 Black Bear run,sparked by eight
points by the flashy Arena, boosted
UMaine's lead to 52-37 with 13:12 left in
the game.
Buffalo ran offsix straight points to cut the
UMaine lead down to nine at 52-43,but that is
as close as they would get the rest of the way.
Strong floor play by Hursey and Arena
coupled with reckless hall handling(24 team
turnovers) by the Bulls backcourt enabled

His best season as the
head of the University of
Maine football program
came this past fall in the
form ofa decided I y mediocre 6-5 record. A lot about Kirk Ferentz,
football coach, was yet to he proven
There is, however, nothing mediocre or
unproven about Kirk Ferentz. the man. In a
game much bigger than football, a game
defined by such honorable boundaries as
honesty and class, Ferentz has proven time
and time again that he is, indeed, a winner.
In a press conference Monday,the thirdyear coach of the Black Bear football team
announced that he was leaving to accept a
job with the NFL's Cleveland Browns as an
offensive line coach.
For Ferentz, it was the opportunity of a
lifetime to realize his dream of coaching

See HOOPS on page 18

See FINN on page 19
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Ferentz leaves for NFL
fundamentals at Iowa."
Ferentz said he was called "out of the
blue" by the Browns about a week and a half
ago, and after expressing a mutual interest,
he went out for an interview.
"I didn't think it went well," Ferentz said.
"I basically dismissed the idea afterward, so
when the call came it was like a rebirth."

Coaching possibilities
With the search for a new coach expected to begin immediately, speculation
is underway on who the top candidates for
the position might be.
According to University of Maine Athletic Director Mike Ploszek,there are three
courses that a soon-to-be-formed search
committee may take in looking for a new
head for the UMaine football program.
"We have three options," Ploszek said.
"First, we can look nationally. In that instance, we would bring in only the head
coach since the rest of the staff already is
under contract for next year. Any new
coach that comes in will have a staff waiting for him.
"Second, we could hire from within,
and third, we could hire an interim coach
for one year if we felt the need to do that."
After learning Friday night that he had
got the job. Ferentz wondered how to break
the news that he was leaving to his players
and his staff.
"It was very, very difficult," he said."It was
tough dealing with the kidsand tough letting the
staff know," Ferentz said, explaining that he
told them last week because he "didn't want
them to hear the news from anybody else."
"Football is, most of all, a game for the

from page 17

Mens hoop over Buffalo

front paw 1 7

kids," Ferentz said. "That's something I
always try not to lose sight of."
Ferentz began his coaching career in
1977 as a part-time assistant at the University ofConnecticut after captaining the 1976
Huskie football squad.
From there, he moved on to coach at
Worcester Academy (1978-79), then back
But Ploszek indicated that the search is
most likely to culminate in the selection of
someone already on the Black Bear staff.
"AsI sit here right now,I have to say we're
probably not going to have a national search,"
Ploszek said. "The backgrounds and experience of what we have here(on staff)provides
us with a good set of prospects."
Ferentz,the departing head coach,said
he would support any selection, but favors
somebody from his staff. The top candidates are reported to be current UMaine
defensive coordinator Chuck Bresnahan
anu offensive coordinator Jack Cosgrove.
"I personally would support anybody
Mike and whatever committee he puts
together recommends," Ferentz said."But
feel very good about the guys we have on
staff now."
Chad Finn compiled the information
for this story
to the collegiate level as an assistant at the
University of Pittsburgh (1980) and Iowa
(1981-89)subsequent to landing the UMaine
head coaching job.
Ttuougha pressrelea.se,Belichickexpressed
pleasure in bringing Ferentz to his staff.
"We think he is an excellent coach that
can help our offense be more productive,"
Belichick said. "He is a coach we have
looked at for a while."

UMaine junior guard Deonte Hursey take it strong to the hoop for one of his
patented drives. Hursey had 16 points Monday in UMaine's 81-52 win over
Buffalo.(Lachowski photo.)
UMaine to constantly build their lead,resulting in the final victory margin of 29 points.
For Buffalo (5-17), Kelvin Brown led
the way with 12 points, while Lou Johnson
and Devon Chambers added 11 apiece.
Black Bear Notes: University of Maine
Coach Rudy Keeling shook up the UMaine
lineup Monday, starting Terrell and firstyear forward Terry Hunt in place of Hursey
and junior forward Jeff St. Laurent.

In the case of Terrell,the moves worked,
as the soft-shooting lefty responded with a
13-point performance.
From now on, Keeling says the five best
players in the preceding practice will start
on gameday.
"It's a way to shake things up," Keeling
said."I think it worked well(Monday),and
its a way to get out of the lethargic way that
we have been playing."

•
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DINING SERVICES

ESSENTIALS

Thank you for serving on the
Dining Services Student Advisory Commille(

Aaron
Aedrienne
Angela
Kathryn
Jay
Steve

FORMULAS FOR SUCCESS
Matrix Essentials is the complete hair care product
line

formulated for you to have strong, healthy hair. Shampoos,
conditioners, treatments, stylers and finishers interact so your
hair is revitalized and restored. Problem hair? Not a problem
.
Just ask us.

The glair Hutt
I appreciate your constructive ideas and input.
Jon Lewis, Director, Dining Services

Hair & Tanning Salon
47 Main Road, Milford, ME

827-6723
It7wre You Get The Personal Touch

Hours: M-F 8-8, Sat. 8-4
CAMPUS tiVlG, THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF M

1

With this coupon get I
$2 off any cut or

$5 off any
chemical service.
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Finn Column
from page 17
football at the highest and most demanding
level.
"It was simply something I couldn't let
pass me by," Ferentz said. "Who knows
when I would have gotten another chance
like this one?"
Certainly, Ferentz can't be blamed for
following his dream,even though it is a path
that four UMaine football coaches in the last
seven years have now taken.
Although the Black Bear football program is looking more and more like a greasy
truck stop somewhere in the midst of the
coaching highway to success, Ferentz made
it clear that the offer caught him off-guard
and that he had intended to keep his family
in Orono for a long time.
"We just refinanced our house in November,"Ferentz said."They(the Browns)
just called me out of the blue. I never
claimed to be the smartest guy, but I am
honest, and I have to say that it caught me
by surprise and that the decision to leave

here was one of the hardest I have ever had
to make."
And when Ferentz flicks out the lights in
his Memorial Gym office for the last time,
UMaine will lose one of the classiest, most
genuine people this university has ever
known.
A man with strong midwestern roots
(he was the offensive line coach at the
University of Iowa for ten years), Ferentz
has an earnestness coupled with a certain
sincerity that the farmlands are renowned
for nurturing.
He's a guy who makes a point of calling
peopl- by their first name when he says
hello. He's a guy, who in the words of
UMaine Athletic Director Mike Ploszek, is
"a role model for the rest of this institution."
But most of all, he's a guy who cares about
his players as people rather than products or
numbers.
I recall one press conference during the
football season which, ironically, was held

in the very same room Ferentz announced matter anyway, because those aren't the
his resignation.
important things when a person's physical
Ferentz was discussing the injuries on well-being may be at stake.
his team with the media,and the topic turned
I ask you, how many big-time football
to tough-as-nails defensive lineman Jed coaches would realize that? I'd be willing to
Wehrman, who was on the verge of coming bet that you could fit them all in a single
back from a shoulder separation.
room in a UMaine dorm.
The UMainedefense wasstruggling withBut Kirk Ferentz, ex-11Maine coach
out the big, aggressive redhead, and Wehr- and soon-to-be an assistant in the bigman was anxious to get back on the field time, did realize it. And because of that,
despite doctors warning that he could end up no matter how many games the Black
with a more serious injury if he came back Bears won in the past or the Browns claim
too soon.
in the future, he will always be one thing
Ferentz would have none of it.
in my book.
"After this (conference), I have to go
A winner.
meet with Jed and tell him he's not going to
Chad Finn is a seniorjournalism major
play," Ferentz said.
from Bath, Me. who sincerely wishes Coach
Then he said with a wry smile,"It's not Ferentz the best ofluck in thefuture.
going to be fun.I'm sure Jed will talk my ear
off trying to change my mind."
Do your patriotic duty
But Wehrman didn't play that week. I
can't recall if UMaine won or lost, or even
pay more taxes.
who the opponent was. It really doesn't
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Royals sign closer Montgomery to $11 million deal
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By The Associated Press
The Kansas City Royals have secured a
stopper in the bullpen by signing Jeff Montgomery for the next three years.
Montgomery, who led the Royals with
39 saves in 1992,agreed Monday to an $11
million deal with an option year.
He will get a $500,000 signing bonus,$3.5
million in 1993, $3 million in 1994 and $4
million in 1995.Ifthe Royals pick up the option
in '96, he can make an additional $4 million.
Montgomery, 31, received $2.46 million last season. He had asked for $4.3
million a year and the Royals had offered
$3.25 million.
Montgomery recorded 39 saves in 46
opportunities with a 2.18 ERA last year. His
39 saves were the third highest in club
history — trailing Dan Quisenberry's 45

saves in 1983 and 44 in 1984.
Pitcher Mark Portugal, who spent part of
last season on the injury list, avoided arbitration by signing a one-year contract Monday with the Houston Astros for$1,875,000.
Portugal was asking for $2,225,000 and
the Astros offered $1.5 million.
He was 5-2 with a 2.74 ERA in his first II

starts last season, but he was 0-1 in his next
four starts and wenton the disabled list on July
17. He underwent surgery July 24 to remove
bone chips and a spur from his right elbow.
In an arbitration case held before Harold
Bloch on Monday,Chicago Cubs first baseman Mark Grace asked for $4.1 million and
the Cubs offered 3.1 million. Grace hit .307

NM&

IZZA KING
free

GREEKS & CLUBS'

$1,000 AN HUUK!
Each member of your kat.
sorority, team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
51.000 in just a few days!

pizza

No cost No obligation
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

•
.

pitcher with
purchase of
any pizza
expires 3/14/93

• can close the tuition gap
• can reduce loan indebtednes.
• is TUITION AID
SERVICE

)oos,
o your
)blem.

1
get I

)i

Our fee is low;
our service unexcelled!
For free information call
TUITION AID SERVICE
at(508)433-9740,
or fill out below and send to
TAS, 36 Bancroft Street,
Pepperell, MA 01463
Name
Address
ity
Phone
Year in School

State
ZIP

•\delivery
to

18"
cheese

Plus a chance to earn
S1,000 for yourself!

A GOOD
SCHOLARSHIP
SEARCH

last season with nine homers and 79 RBIs
when he made $2,312,500.
The Cincinnati Reds went to a salary
arbitration hearing with All-Star infielder
Bip Roberts.
At the hearing in Chicago, Roberts asked
for $3.9 million, up from his $1.55 million of
last season. The Reds offered $2.7 million.

2 medium
3 topping
pizzas only
• $99
. 9!
•
Dine In
Take-Out

expires 3/14/93

for

$6.49

\campus

(additional toppings $1)
expires 3/14/93

Buy one small
pizza (up to 3
toppingsget
2nd small
pizza* for
only 99C
/ 154 Park Street
*of equal or lesser
value
00 oie
expires 3/14/093

866-5505

/

• •
King size
savings

on pizzas and subs
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•NBA roundup

Rice gets hot in overtime, lifts Miami over Denv

e.

By The Associated Press
The Miami Heat's inability to win in
overtime was overshadowed by the Denver
Nuggets' inability to win on the road.
The Nuggets, taking the road after winning their 10th consecutive game at home
,
got a break at the end of regulation to force
overtime at Miami on Monday night.
Glen Rice, however, scored nine of his
18 points in two extra periods as the Heat,
after six consecutive overtime losses this
season,won 130-129 and handed Denver its
22nd defeat in 25 road games.
Rice scored five of his seven points in the
second overtime on free throws, including
two with 11 seconds left that gave Miami
a
130-129 lead.
"I told myself that I needed to be more
aggressive," Rice said. "I was mad at myself. I started taking it to the hole and making

them foul me."
Miami had a two-point lead and the ball
with 1.8 seconds left in regulation. but a
turnover and a buzzer shot by Denver's
Dikembe Mutombo forced the overtime.
"We just wanted to win one in overtime," Heat coach Kevin Loughery said.
"We just had to get the monkey off our
back."
Steve Smith had 21 points, 12 assists and
10 rebounds for the Heat -joining Rory
Sparrow as the only Miami players with a
triple-double in franchise history.
Four points by Rice gave Miami a 127121 lead, but two free throws each by Reggie Williams and LaPhonso Ellis made it
127-125 with 1:01 left in the second overtime.
Chric R....:kson, who finished with 27 for
Denver,followed a free throw by Rice with

er

a layup, giving the Nuggets a 129-128 lead
with 29 seconds left.
After Rice's go-ahead free throws, the
only shot Denver could manage was an offbalance 3-point try by Williams.
Brian Shaw scored 23 points and Grant
Long 22 for the Heat.
Spurs 102, Clippers 99
San Antonio continued its spectacular
record under coach John Lucas with a victory at Los Angeles.
David Robinson and Dale Ellis scored
22 points each for the Spurs, who survived
a 14-point fourth quarter for their eighth
straight victory, their 16th win in 17 games
and their 23rd in 26 outings under Lucas.
Bucks 128, Hornets 122
Frank Brickowski scored 20 points and
Milwaukee's reserves, led by rookie Jon
Barry, held offa late rally against Charlotte.

Maine Campus classifieds
jror sate
Lost: Analytical Geometry + Calculus
book. Lost in Stewart Commons. If found
call Sharon at x7381.
Lost: Black bra size 36 DDD in field house.
t 4 tound contact Aimee
at 866-7106.
Lost: Silver whale pin. If found call Susan
Chapman 581-7461.
Lost: A keychain of a pewter cat sitting
on a chair. Lost between Cumberland Hall
and Hilltop Market. If found call 5818071.
Lost: Gold rope bracelet, lost Wed. Feb.
10 in Little Hall. If found, call 866-3015.
Lost: Gold heart pendant w/ inscription-"Happy Anniversary Sabi Zee" on
campus. If found, call Sharon at x8634.
Lost: Texas :nstruments calculator, gray
and in a hard case, possibly in 132 Barrows. If found contact Jeff at 827-7448.
Lost: Set of 2 university keys. Lost near
DTAV. $10 reward. Call Melissa at 5817151.
Found:Single double-sided car key from
a Ford car. In Jenness parking lot, Sun 2/
7 Call x8122.
Found: Pink framed glasses found in N.
Stevens bathroom Stop by the Maine
Ca,npus or call x1273 for more info
Found:Blue mittens in Library Wed •
Call x7612.
Found: In the Union-A green backpack w/ swim trunks + towel, a black
backpack belonging to Marty Higgins,
a GRE score sheet belonging to Peter
Markiewicz, a gold bracelet, and a
zillion assorted gloves and earrings.
Stop by Info desk in the Union to
claim.
Found: Pair of women's rings in Latti
Center in Memorial Gym on 2/9. Call
Professor Palmer to claim x1879 or 8667717.
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the Maine Campus or call 581
1771

help wanted

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for yin& classified ad.

help wanted

Banjo, Hondo with hardshell case. Like
new. $250 or best offer. 866-4587,
Andrew.
Brother word processor. Includes
manuals, spreadsheets, tutor, all disks
and spell check, $150. Call 581-6731.
Yamaha 410A acoustic guitar. Great
condition, new strings. $150 B/0. Call
Branden at 866-0302 anytime.
9-piece Pearl Drumset, CB 700 New
Heads,double braced hardware. Need 2
sell. 750.00 or B/O. Call Edster 5818560
Burton Cruise 155 Snowboard w/
bindings. Gre3t all round board, very
agile, enjoy the snow! x6731 $100.
1980 Ford Fiesta, $300. Newly inspected. Call 866-5976.
Tired of walking, bussing or bumming
rides? '79 Olds Cutlass, sunroof, exc.
stereo, PS/PB, $400. 825-3122.
CHEAP!FBI/U.S.SEIZED:89 Mercedes$200,86 VW-$50; 87 Mercedes-$100;
65 Mustang-$50. Choose from thousands starting $50. FREE Information24 hour hotline. Call 801-379-2929
Copyright # ME013610.
a"

$200-$500 WEEKLY-Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct. Fully Guaranteed, FREE information-24 hour hotline. Call 801379-2900 Copyright # ME013650
Counselors/Support Staff-Boys camp
in Mass. Top salary, Rm/Bd/Laundry.
Have skill in one of the following activities: Archery, baseball, basketball,drama,
drums, fencing, football, golf, guitar,
hockey, lacrosse, photography, piano,
rocketry, rollerblading, ropes,sailing, tennis, track, waterski, weights, wood. Support staff jobs include: Cooks, bus drivers, nurses and secretaries. Call or write:
Camp Winadu, 5 Glen Lane,
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 (914)-381-5983. Recruiter will be on campus Feb.
23 from 10-3 downstairs in the Student
Union. Stop by for informal interview.

Barry, playing 17 minutes because of
an elbow injury to Todd Day, scored a
career-high 18 points, including 12 in the
fourth quarter.
Alonzo Mourning had 29 points, 12
rebounds and six blocked shots, while Dell
Curry scored 24 points for the Hornets.
Bulls 119, Kings 101
Chicago snapped a three-game home
losing streak and pulled into a first-place
tie with New York in the Eastern Conference, beating Sacramento behind Michael
Jordan's 32 points and Scottie Pippen's 26
points and seven steals.
Pippen's three-point play capped a 90 run at the start of the fourth quarter,
putting the Bulls ahead 94-78. Jordan
scored 20 points in the second quarter,
helping Chicago take a 61-46 halftime
advantage.

apartments

Summer Jobs With Upward Bound &
Upward Bound Regional MathScience Center
Work with high school students on the
UMaine campus. We need Language
Arts teachers, Math, Career Information
& Development teacher, Computer Science teachers, Workshop Coordinator,
Work Experience Coordinators, Camping Trip Coordinators, Biology/Life Science,Chemistry, Tutor Counselors, Physics, a Nurse, Counselor in Residence,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience. Room
and board available for some positions.
Details/application: Upward bound &
UB Regional Math-Science Center; 316
Chadbourne Hall; UMaine; 581-2522.
Interested in working on MDI with
kids this summer? Call Harbor House at
244-3713. Experience needed.
Wanted: Tutor for high school day, 2
hours/day, 3 days/week,$4/HOUR. Call
941-2094.
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & board! Male or
female. For employment program call
1 206
4100 et 45067
I

travel
Spring Break: Cancun, Nassau from
$299. Organize a small group for FREE
trip. Call 1 (800) GET-SUN -1.
Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Only $169 1 1 let there anytime for $169
with AIRHITCH!(Reported in Let's Go!
& NY Times.) CARIBBEAN-4189 r/t air
to somewhere sunny. CALIFORNIAS129 one-way,either way. AIRHITCH ,
t':
212 864 2000
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from only $399! Daytona from
$149! Organize a small group and travel
FREEI Call Now! New England's Largest Spring Break Company! Take a
Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE

Park Place Apartments. 2 BR-$500
month + util. 1 BR efficiency-$200/mo.
+ util. For info 947-1678.
Old Town, lg. quiet, 2 bdrms, washer
dryer hook up. Pay own utilities. No pets.
$350/mo. + sec. dep. Call 827-4113.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen, dining
area, living room, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, sewer included. Private. Only 9
mi., 15 min. from UM. Bradley. $575650/mo. sec. dep. 1 yr. lease. Call 8667798.
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2 bath
townhouse $800/mo. Heated. Apply
now! P.I. Reality Management 9424815.

2-3 people to go to Cancun spring
break. Estimated cost $120 per person +
food. Call Jennifer at 866-2084
7700 or 7800 series calculator. Contact Peter 866 7487 or E -Mail
1030187

miscellaneous
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
Well Help. Free pregnancy test. 24 hour
hotline 942 1611
Gorgeous male and female exotic dancers for birthdays, special occasions
+
parties. Call Exotica 947-4406.
Car stereos,alarms, phones,remote
starters sold and installed. Sony, Pioneer, Pyle Soundshapers 942-7688
.
Wanted: Input from student body. Call
off -campussenator Karl Bean 866-3180
or attend GSS meetings Tues. 6:00pm,
1 53 Barrow-,

personals
Cram- I'm glad you're back, I misse
d
you! -Jill
Tom L.(Mr. Virg;nia)-Sorry about
V
Day Call me & we'll talk! Kimberly

